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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 15, 1979 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT ,� 
THE VICE PR;j8NT� 
BROCK ADAMS· 

FROM: 

GRIFFIN BELL�(S 

FRED KAHN t� 
CHARLIE SCHULTZE C L i Jy Jlf_ 
ESTHER PETERS�f� �� 
STU EIZENSTA,Tc;,tv.. 

SUBJECT: Recommendation on Trucking Deregulation 

We have reached a consensus recommendation·on an Administration 
bill to deregulate trucking. This memo brings you up to 
date on the status of the issue in Congress and with the 
public, and summarizes our recommendations. 

Secretary Adam's detailed analysis of trucking regulation 
is attached as Appendix A. 

A. Summary of Options and Our Recommendation 

A truck1ng reform bill should have the following elements: 

o replacement of today's protectionist general 
policy statement· �new statement emphasizing competition. 

o libe�tion of ent£y controls and removal of 
restrictions on operating certificates. 

o substantial revision or r5Peal of the industry's 
special immunity to set rates collectively. 

------ -----------------

o rate flexibility within a zone of reasonableness . 
.------____ 

o expansion of agricultural coffimodities that are 
exempt from regulation. 

..---

Our choices range from (1) eliminating all trucking 
regulation after a transition period (as the Airline 
Deregulation Act); to (2) phased but substantial deregulation 
without � prescribed cut-off date for ICC regulation: to 
(3) codification of recent ICC reforms and a new general 

policy statement emphasizing competition. 
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Since any of these options is sound on the merits, we 
believe that our decision is basically a political one. 
Our choice should balance our commitment to deregulation 
with our interest in proposing a measure that has a reasonable 
prospect of enactment. 

We recommend a middle course with the following provisions: 

o a competitive general policy statement 

o libe� standards without specifying a 
date for eliminating ICC controls altogether 

o removal of restrictions on certificates (such as 
empty backhauls, circuitous routing requirements, prohibitions 
on intermediate stops) 

o r� the special antitrust i�ty for 
collective ratemaking 

o zone of reason�_!:>_b.§!l�§§_f_Qr.. __ rates; 2 0% reductions 
are permitted without ICC interference. 

This option entails substantial deregulation, but 
avoids precipitous change or final elimination of ICC controls. 
We believe that this more moderate course will improve our 
prospects for success in Congress. This recommendation 
does not reflect a compromise with the Teamster Union; we 
have made no commitment to them, and would recommend this 
option in any case. 

A detailed discussion of our recommendation is presented 
later in the memo. 

B. Status of Trucking Deregulation 

1. Congressional Action to Date 

The only bill that has been introduced in Congress 
is Senator Kennedy's bill.repealing the special antitrust 
immunity for collective ratemaking and establishing a 
pricing "zone of reasonableness." His bill is cosponsored 
by Senators Ribicoff, Hayakawa and Metzenbaum. The Commerce 
Committee has primary jurisdiction and it is unlikely that 
it will seriously consider the measure. 
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Senator Kennedy is also preparing a bill that 
eliminates all ICC controls over trucking in 1985. For 
the transition period prior to 1985, his bill is very 
similar to our recommendation. Kennedy would like to 
work out a joint bill with us if possible. 

Senator Cannon, whose Commerce Committee has 
jurisdiction, has held one day of exploratory hearings, 
but has not introduced any legislation. Cannon has an 
open mind on the issue, and is anxious to receive our 
proposal. He has scheduled hearings for June 26-27. 

Passage in the House will be difficult. White 
House Congressional Liaison staff reports that members 
are receiving more mail opposing deregulation than on 
any other issue. Last January Jim Howard pledged to you 
that he would work cooperatively with us, but he has made 
no commitment to support us. 

2. Public Support for Deregulation 

Trucking deregulation is vigorously opposed by 
most of the industry and by the Teamsters. Their political 
strength is formidable, and will make our legislative battle 
far tougher than airline deregulation. 

Editorial opinion on the issue, however, is 
universally favorable, and deregulation will be supported 
by a variety of groups including: The National Association 
of Independent Businesses, the Consumer Federation of 
America, NAM, Minority Truckers, the American Farm Bureau 
and some parts of the trucking industry. Deregulation of 
entry although not rates is supported by the National 
Industrial Traffic League, the largest shipper group in 
the country. Substantial deregulation is also supported 
by many companies such as Sears, Lever Brothers, Whirlpool, 
and International Paper. 

C. Specific Recommendations 

1. Truck Transportation Policy Statement 

Existing Law. Today's general policy statement 
governing ICC decision making is protectionist and anti
competitive. The ICC has begun to emphasize competition, 
but it is hampered by a 44-year history of industry 
protectionism, and its recent decisions are being challenged 
in the courts. 
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Recommendation: 

Adopt a policy statement that directs the ICC 
to consider: maximum reliance on competition to provide 
fair prices and adequate profits; reduction of barriers 
to entry; maintenance o.f fair wages and working conditions; 
transportation safety; expedited regulatory decisions; 
and improvement of service to small communities. 

2. General Entry Standards 

Existing Law. Under present law, an applicant 
for a trucking certificate must prove: 

(1) that it is "fit, willing, and able" (meets 
safety, insurance and financial requirements), 
and 

(2) that the proposed transportation is "required 
by the public convenience and necessity," 
as defined in the existing transportation 
policy statement. 

Historically, these standards have been interpreted 
in an exceedingly restrictive manner. Incumbent carriers 
have been able to block new entry if they could show that 
the incumbent could provide the service, or that new entry 
would impair the existing carrier's operations. 

Recommendation: 

(1) Preserve the public convenience and necessity 
standard, but direct the Commission to 
consider whether the new service will serve 
a useful purpose, responsive to the public 
needs; improve the applicant's fuel use; 
improve service, especially at smaller 
communities; and offer lower rates and a 
more competitive environment. 

(2) Retain the requirement that the applicant 
show it meets safety, insurance, and 
financial requirements. 
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(3) Reverse the burden of proof and require opponents 
of new competition to show that the transportation 
applied for would be "inconsistent" with the 
public convenience and necessity. 

(4) After a transition, require the ICC to make a 
final decision on entry applications within 

_) 

90 days of the filing date. 

(5) Grant the application of any fit, willing and 
able carrier to enter a point which an incumbent 
carri"er abandons or does not serve, or which 
a railroad abandons. (That is, do not apply 
the public convenience and necessity test.) 

(6) Direct the ICC and the Department of Transpor
tation to report to Congress in 198 3 on whether 
the "public convenience and necessity" require
ment should be phased out. 

3. Restriction Removal 

Existing Law. The ICC has authority to impose 
restrictions upon truck certificates. It has used this 
authority profusely, and has imposed the following types 
of restrictions on certificates: 

(1) Commodity Restrictions. Many certificates 
specify in great detail commodities that a 
carrier is authorized to haul. Some 
certificates for example, authorize the 
carrier to haul crated, but not uncrated 
machinery; permit paint hauled in 2-gallon 
cans but not paint hauled in 5-gallon cans. 
One recent certificate permits carriage 
of bananas, and allows carriage of pineapples 
but only if mixed with loads of bananas. 
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These restrictions needlessly increase the number 
of trucks on the road, and cause many trucks to 
haul empty or nearly so because they are unable 
to obtain authorized freight. 

Intermediate Stop Restrictions. Many certificates 

actually prohibit carriers from making intermediate 

stops between authorized points. This, of course, 

prevents carriers from maximizing their loads 

and keeps many towns, especially smaller ones, 
from receiving the best possible service. 

Backhaul Restrictions. Many certificates specify 

that a carrier may haul named commodities from 
A to B, but with "no transportation for compen
sation upon return unless otherwise authorized." 
Only half of the new operating certificates 
awarded as recently as 1975 contained any 
backhaul authority at all. This means that 
unless the carrier already has backhaul authority 
or is willing to undergo once again the expensive 
and time consuming process of applying for new 
authority, it must return empty. 

Routing Restrictions, including circuitous routing. 
Almost all certificates authorizing the carriage 
of general commodities actually specify the 
highway over which the truck must travel. In 
addition to restricting operating flexibility, 
this restriction harms service to small towns. 
A carrier cannot leave the highway to serve a 
town off the beaten track without violating its 
certificate. 

In some instances carriers are required to take 
an indirect route or travel through a required 
"gateway city" to reach their destination. 
The result is needless loss of efficiency and 
fuel. 

Recommendation: 

Direct the ICC to devise and begin within 
180 days a program for the phased removal of all certificate 
restrictions. 

Certificate restrictions shall be removed 
by no later than the following dates: 
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All backhaul restrictions on existing certificated 
carriers shall be removed immediately. 

All proQibitions on intermediate stops shall 
be removed immediately. 

All route restrictions, including 
routing and gateway requirements, 
phased out by December 31, 1981. 
that date milestone requirements 

circuitous 
shall be 
Prior to 

will be set. 

All commodity restrictions shall be removed 
no later than December 31, 1982 . 

Any other restriction shall be removed by 
December 31, 1983. 

The ICC shall adopt liberal standards and expedited 
procedures for action upon petitions from motor· carriers to 
remove restrictions on their operating authorities prior to 
the statutory guidelines. Opponents to the change will have 
the burden of proof. 

· 

In order to allow carriers to rationalize their 
own systems, we propose to direct the ICC to develop a program 
allowing existing carriers to 1ncrease tneir operating authority 
by a limited amount each year without ICC approval. The 
ICC program should be focused on small communities. 

4. Agricultural Exemption. 

Existing Law. When the trucking industry was first 
regulated in 1935, several major farm organizations persuaded 
Congress to exempt certain agricultural commodities from 
ICC regulation. Farmers opposed regulation because it 
would (l) limit the flexibility needed for distribution 
of agricultural products, many of which are perishable or 
seasonal; and (2) unnecessarily increase trucking rates. 
An unregulated trucker is free to haul exempt "unprocessed" 
agricultural commodities to any point at any price. 
Associations of farmers called agricultural co-ops are 
allowed to haul products of their members,.but only 15% 
of their tonnage can be regulated commodities hauled for 
non-members who are neither farmers nor farmer cooperatives. 
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The agricultural exemption is very arbitrary and should 
be improved. For example, 

fresh meat is'not exempt but fresh chickens are, 

oranges and lemons are exempt, but orange and 
lemon peels are not, 

milk and whipped cream are exempt; butter and 
cheese are not, 

an exempt hauler may transport fresh tomatoes to 
the processing plant, but it cannot haul catsup or canned 
tomatoes on the way back to the growing area. 

In order to haul non-exempt commodities on its back-haul 
the exempt hauler must either (1) get ICC authority, or 
(2) lease itself to a regulated carrier. The regulated 

carrier usually keeps 25% of the revenues in exchange for 
permitting the exempt hauler to use his certificate. 

The agricultural exemption has worked quite well, and 
farm groups want it to be expanded and simplified. 

Recommendation: Broaden the agricultural exemption 
to include all edible items as well as all farm implements, 
fertilizers, and chemicals. Also, enlarge the ability of 
agricultural co-ops to fill empty backhauls with regulated 
goods. Secretary Bergland concurs with this recommendation. 

5. Deregulation of Truckload Transportation 

The regulated trucking industry can be divided into 
two parts: "truckload" and "less-than-truckload". 

Truckload (TL) carriage has the following characteristics: 

they haul a shipment large enough to use the 
entire capacity of a truck, and many use specialized equipment, 
such as tank trucks; 

Q 

they usually have authority to carry specific 
commodities over large geographical territories; 

there is more rate competition and less reliance 
on rate bureaus. Rates are often individually negotiated 

_between the carrier and shippers; 

this segment is not heavily unionized. 
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Less-than-Truckload carriage has the following 
characteristics: 

they can haul general commodities, but only over 
highways that are specifically designated in their certificates; 

rates are set by rate bureaus. There is little 
price competition; 

many small shipments from different shippers are 
consolidated at terminals to fill a truck; 

this segment is heavily union-organized. 

Although some companies engage exclusively in TL or 
LTL service, many of the larger carriers have authority for 
both types of carriage. 

Although TL and LTL carriers are subject to the same 
statutory requirements, the ICC has almost totally deregulated 
entry into the TL industry and TL rates are set by competition. 

Recommendation: 

�/;��1 Since the ICC has made so much progress in this area, 
� we recommend a separate provision removing price and entry 

controls for specialized trgckload transportation. After 
2 years, permit any fit, willing and able carrier to provide 
specialized truckload transportation and eliminate ICC 
regulation oV'er such rates. These rates would remain subject 
only to the antitrust law prohibitions on predatory pricing. 
In the case of household movers, regulation would be retained 
to protect against consumer abuse. 

6. Rates. 

Before .a trucking company changes its rates, it must 
give the ICC 30 days advance notice. The ICC may disallow 
the proposed rates if they are not just and reasonable. 

Most "truckload" rates are individually negotiated 
between the carrier and shipper, but the more numerous 
"less than truckload" rates are set by agreement among 
truckers through motor carrier rate bureaus. These rate 
bureaus are permitted to discuss and vote on rates -

conduct which would constitute a felony under the antitrust 
.laws absent the special immunity passed by Congress in 1948 

over President Truman's veto. 

·, 
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There is.considerable evidence that rates would 
be lower if ICC regulation were reduced and the special 
antitrust immunity were repealed. This evidence is 
summarized in Appendix-B. 

Recommendation: 

(1) Repeal the special antitrust immunity for 
trucking rate bureaus. 

Note: Under this provision, rate bureaus could 
no longer vote on rates. They could, however, continue to 
publish rates. Carriers could also continue to interline 
and set joint-line rates so that a shipper can pay one rate 
even though his shipment must be carried by more than one 
carrier to get to its final destination. 

(2) For the first two years, permit carriers to 
lower rates 20% and increase their rates up to 3% from rates 
existing in the prior year without ICC approval·. After 
2 years, rates above variable cost could not be ruled 
unlawful because they are too low and carriers could raise 
their rates 7% a year. 

(3) All rates must be filed with the ICC at least 
15 days before their effective date, unless the carrier and 
the affected shipper agree otherwise. 

(4) Rates outside the zone remain subject to ICC 
approval. However, no suspensions would be allowed for any 
rate decrease, and suspension of rate increases could 
only be achieved if an opponent met standards for a temporary 
restraining order (i.e. the opponent could show irreparable 
injury). 

· 

7. Exit. 

Existing Law. Although trucking companies are , 
theoretically required to serve all points on their certificates, 
under existing practice carriers freely abandon towns and cities 
without ICC permission. The ICC does not vigorously enforce 
the "obligation" to serve all points, and has neve� re�oked · 
a certificate for failure to serve. 

Trucking service to small towns does not raise the 
same difficult issues as small town air service. It is 
far less expensive for a truck to go into a small town than 

: · .: · 
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for an airline, so small town service is more available. 
In addition, there are so many trucking firms (17,000 
regulated ones as compared to less than 100 airlines, 
including commuter carriers) that substitute service is 
readily available if a particular company no longer 
wishes to serve. 

These differences are demonstrated by the fact 
that trucking companies are applying today to enter small 
town service -- despite the threat of deregulation. Carriers 
are applying to enter towns that are so small that some 
do not even have airports. For example, on October 30, 1978, 
Commercial Lovelace Motor Freight, Inc. applied to serve 
between Charleston� West Virginia and St. Louis, Missouri, 
serving all intermediate points and the off-route points 
of Culloden and Milton, West Virginia. 

Commercial Lovelace also filed on February 12, 
1979 to serve between Friendly and Ravenswood, West Virginia, 
serving all intermediate points and off-route points in 
Pleasants and Wood counties, West Virginia. 

A more detailed analysis of small town service is 
provided in Appendix C. 

Recommendation: 

Since there is essentially free exit today, we 
recommend that our bill contain no provision on this issue, 
and that we leave existing practice undisturbed. If we 
codify existing practice and explicitly allow free exit, 
we will create an unnecessary political storm. 

Elsewhere in this memo, we have made the following 
recommendations that will improve service to small towns. 

(1) The policy statement will emphasize small 
community service. 

(2) The public convenience and necessity standard 
that will be used in entry cases will emphasize small com
munity service. 

{3) Route restrictions will be liberalized to 
allow stopping at intermediate points. 
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(4) The automatic entry provision will focus· 
upon small community service. 

(5) The agricpltural commodity exemption and 
agricultural co-op exemption will be broadened. 

(6) There will be a small package exemption. 

(7) There will be increased pricing flexibility, 
which will allow lower backhaul rates to small communities. 

(8) Entry will be eased where rail or truck 
service is abandoned. 

. 8. General Exemption Authority . 

Under existing law, the ICC has very nar�ow 
to grant exemptions from ICC regulation. 

We recommend granting the ICC broad exemption 
authority to enable the ICC to implement a more competitive 
policy. We also recommend exempting packages under 500 lbs. 
from entry and rate regulation. (Packages up to 50 lbs. 
are exempt today. ) 

9. Contract Carriers. 

Contract carriers are ICC-regulated carriers who 
enter into contracts to give specialized service to a 
limited number of shippers. 

Although the ICC has liberally granted applications 
for contract carriage, these carriers have been subject 
to many undesirable restrictions: 

Rule of 8. Until recently, contract carriers 
were prohibited from entering into contracts with more than 
8 shippers. This rule prevented small shippers from using 
this service. 

Prohibition on Dual Operations. Until recently, 
the ICC prohibited a contract carrier from applying for 
common carrier authority. 

Recommendation: 

We recommend legislation codifying recent ICC 
decisions eliminating the Rule of 8 and removing the prohibition 
on dual operations. 

':'[:·,, 
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10. Private Carriers. 

Under existing law, non-transportation companies 

(such �s Sears and Pe� Milk} may transport their own goods 

without obtaining a certificate from the ICC. 
I 

Although these "private carriers" are not directly 
regulated by the ICC, their operations have been severely 
restricted: 

(1} until recently they were prohibited from 

0 (A� applying for authority to fill their backhauls with non-company 
· • r�At�'/. J · 

{Vv � commodities; 

:� 

)� 
(2} they may not haul goods for their corporate 

subsidiaries except under very limited circumstances; and 

(3} private carriers may lease their unused 
trucks to a regulated carrier only if the lease is for a 
minimum of at least 30 days. Private carriers are pro
hibited from "trip-leasing" or leasing to ICC carriers for 
a single trip. 

As a result of these restrictions, private carriers 
are plagued with unusually high empty backhauls. 

Recommendation: 

codify recent ICC reform allowing private 
carriers to apply for authority to carry non-company commodities; 

permit private carriers to "trip-lease" with 
certificated carriers for single trips; 

permit private carriers to provide transpor
tation for majority-controlled corporate subsidiaries. 

11. Mergers. 

Under existing law, the ICC has broad discretion 
to approve truck mergers which are "in the public interest." 
This standard is very loose, and permits the ICC to 
appove some mergers which are anticompetitive. 

Recommendation: 

Leave merger authority with the ICC for 5 years, 
but require the ICC to give more weight to the competitive 
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impact of the proposed merger. After 5 years, transfer 
merger enforcement to the Department of Justice and the 
FTC. The standards of the Clayton Act would apply, making 
the trucking industry sub j ect to the same antitrust standards 
applicable to the economy generally. This will not prevent 
all mergers, but it will prohibit those that are anti
competitive. 

12. Other Provisions 

The Department of Transportation is developing 
safety legislation to improve their authority to enforce 
safety regulations, and legislation to remove barriers 
to intermodal transportation companies. 

E. Timetable and Procedure 

We recommend circulating our proposal for comments 
before we formally send it to Congress. Senate and House 
members have specifically asked us to consult with them 
before we send up final legislation. Advance consultation 
should also result in public endorsements of our bill 
when we make our formal announcement. 

We would like to begin circulating our proposal 
beginning May 17. Ballots on ratification of the Teamster 
contract are due on May 16, so publicity about our proposal 
will not endanger contract ratification. We will report 
back to you in late May with our final recommendation. 
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entry. The focus in entry, proceedings be�ore the JCC has traditionally been 

to protec:t the. existing carriers. The result ls that there are about 40$ fewer 

regulated carriers in the industry today tr.an 1n 19lt0, despite the tremendous 

economic grov.-th experienced in the mea.:�time. Tne JCC has taken some 

steps recently to ease entry, .as will be disc:ussed later • 
. 

The existing system also limits com?etitlon by allowing motor carriers 

10 meet among themselves to agree upon rates in rate bureaus. • These bureaus 

operate· under a special exemption from L.,titrunlaws which would normally 
. �. 

. 

outlaw·such joint pricing. While the JCC ha.s autho:-ity to review the rate 

bureau decisions, historically this authori�y ha.s been used to minimize competition • 

Jn addition to the logic of economic ar.aJysis there 1s real world evidence 

that rates are too I:Ugh. Much c! lt comes from compulsions o!.similar truck 

freight moving in regulated and unregula-:ec markets. The Federal eeonomie 

regulatory system does not apply to tota.l!y intrastate movement$. Certain 

states, such as New Jersey, have only minimal eecnomic regulation of 'trucking. 

A recent DOT study
1 

compared unregulated intruate New Jersey movements 

wit� regulated interstate traffic and concluded that rates on the unregulated 

movements were JOCJt;-ij� lo wer than the regulated movements. 

Comparisons of rates in other unreg:.�lued se-ctors- within �called 

•commercial zones" around urban areas - sho\1..' that rates of regulated household 

rnevers ·may be 110�67� higher than rates _of unr.egul�ted movers.2 In the 

mid-1950's, when movement of some agricultural produc:ts became unregulated, 

· Department of Agriculture stucfies3 found lowe r rates and better service resulted. 

Four foreign countries' experience with c:Seregulatio!") also provides evidence 

'that Jess regulation provides lower rates. ''hile some analysts believe that 

• A &lossary of technical terms used in tt-.!s pa;>er is found at Tab E. 
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TRUCK REGULATORY R�ORM OPTIONS 

. I. JNTRODUCTIOS- THE t'!:.:l FOR CHANCE 

Meaningful change of the system fo:- eco."'lomic regulation of the trucking 

industry should be a key point o! the Adr:-.�i.stration's agenda for the 96th 

Congress to: 

.. f:ight inflation by reducing motor c:a.-rier rates; 

.. Reduce the inefficiency and fuel ,;.·aste of the present system; 

• Reduce unnecessary red tape anc �u�ea�craey; and 

• Reduce barriers to minority partiQp.&tion in the trucking industry. 

A number of agencies on t� lnteragenc:y.task force have urged tt)at deregulation 

of the intercity bus passenger industry be ir.:Juded in this options paper. lt 

is not included because the tru:k optio�s pa;>e:- has involved a major effort 

and there has been no full consultative p:-�-ess 11.'lth the bus industry, and 

because we believe it so impo�..ant to tie truck deregulation with that of ralls. 

DOT will be considering bus passenger de:-egulation, and developing a separate 

bus opticns paper, over the next fev.· mor.tr�. 

INFLATION 
.. 

Today's truck regulation stifles co�petltion by limiting entry and allo'A•lng 

collective rate setting. �·ithout compe�tio:'l or the threat of competition 

rates are inflated sinee carriers have llr.Je incenti ve to hold dov.7t cost inc:rea.ses, 

Jet alone reduce their rates. Critics o! regalation maintain that billions of 

dollars in waste resulu. 

When motor carrier economic: reg..;:a�!o:"l v..·as instituted in 193.5, broad 

authority was provh:Sed the Interstate Ce��e:-ce Commission OCC) to regulate 

··� 
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'o:- the routes he may travel • .  &he c:urre:"'l� sys�e:n ci fragmented �uthcrity 

also leads to excessive interlining ben.·�:-. c:a:-rie:-s, delays in shi?ment delivery, 

and increased industry costs. Empty ba:<--.a:.!ls , lower Joad fac:tc:-s, and circuitous 

·routes also result. Fer example: 
. . 
. 

L ln one example cited in a stud)· !:;:.· -:.� Federation of Rocky Mountain 

States.' the highway mileage between De..,ver and Albuquerque v•as calc:ulated 

'to be about lJOO miles, but the c:arrler's a·.:�!-�:-ity required it to go along a 

700-mile route between these two comm��es. In another instance, a carrier 
.... 

had to go ·almost 900 mlJes to make wha� ..,"U usually a 540-mUe trip between 

Denver and Omaha. 

2. Because would-be carriers knov• �h!t entry is tightly restricted, they 

often write their applications very narro•·ly to maximize the chance fer genlng 

into the marke� at all. The foUo�:lng a�e examples of applicatio:'\s taken 1rcm 

a few pages of a recent trade publicatio�:1 authority to transport glass c�ntainers, 

not exceeding one gallon capac:ity, bet•·e-ef'l three small tov.'nS if'l Pennsylvania 

(named) and one city in Nev.· )ersey; au-:�.:>:-i't)· to transport skeet and trap 
� .. 

targets from one point in Indiana to poin� L� five states; authority to transport 

prepared dough in vehicles equipped wit!-. mechanical refrigeration from a 

c:ity in Georgia to named points in sever&.! s:ates. 

3. The regulatory system imposes i.-.e!fic.ienc:ies Of'l both the regulated 
.. 

and the. unregulated. Carriers are. &llov.·e� :o transport unprocessed agricultural 

items without JCC authority, but they may not carry regulated commodities. 

Ara exempt agricultural carrier may ca�r�· !resh produce to the canning plant 

but may not transport canned goods o:"'l t� retum trip as an exempt carrier. 

He may enter into a separate arrangerne�:: ·v•ith a carrier with authority to 

carry canned goods 1rom that plant, b:r. -:��e are restrictions on exempt 

carriers' ability to make su:h arrangeme�'!l . 

. 
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rates increased subsequent to the B:-itish �:-eg-.:!a�io:1 of trucki:'lg, there is 

evidence that deregulation did cause some rea.: rates to decrease .4 

. Additional evidence that rates are t� high is the in!lated value of trucking 

certificates and operating authority. The to�c.! market value of these certificates 

was estimated by the American Trucking AssoQa�ion' to be in the billions 

of dollars in the early 1970s. This is well beyo:1d any amount that could be 

attributed to ordinary business "goodv.·lll." Cer-tl!icates can have such high 

value ohly because they reflect the presen� \A.hJe of future inflated profiu 

wtUch certificate buyers expect to be able to ea�n because the>· can charge 

more than they could without JCC limitations o:"' entry and antitrust exemptions. 

Jt is interesting to note that industry financial ex;>e�U have indicated that 

months. This decline in market values evi:ie:-.t:y re!lecu uncertainty associated 

with fears the system may be deregulatec! an:! rates v.·lll have to c:ome dovm 

as tile industry becomes more competitive. 

A final piec:e of evidence c:omes from the a:,!.lysis of the impressive 

profits in the trucking industry. The JCC figures for 197� indicate that large 

firms averaged returns on equity of nearly 2£; percent.6 This is extremely 

h.igh in IJ"' industy that does not require la�ge c:.ap:tal investments, where there 

are no partiCUlarly large economic: rlsks, &.nd .,.here lower returns would otherwise 

be expected. This figure compares with &."'l average of roughl y Jlt% return 

on equity in manufac:turing. 

INEFFJCIENCIES AND ,, ASTED FUEL 

Existing regulation causes carriers to o�:-ue Jess efficiently than they 

could, raising cosu and wasting fuel. Mo:-eove�, i1 sti!Jes innovation, both 

in technology and in pr:ice/service options. O;>e:-uing authority is normally 

narro,.'ly zranted, either by restricting tM c:o�:":"'oc!ities a truck�:- can carry 

· ·�. 
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to pa.""ticipate in the industry. This \\'2.5 not intentio."'lal, but it nevertheless 

happened. As mentioned earlier, most of toda)·'s o;>erating autho:-ity can 

be traced to that authority created by the "g�andfather" provisicn of the 193S 

Act. Minority participation was quite llm!ted in the industry at that time, 

however' �d the re�rlctive entry policy �s meant that minority participation 

in the industry ha.s remained very low. Fo:- example, according to available 

evidence, of the 2,SOO interstate household movers, less than 196 are minority

owned and no minority-owned c:arrler has broad geographic: authority to move 

househoht goods. 11 
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Th� resu lt of su=h restrictions is an excess ive number of uud<.s on the 

high�·ays with em;:>ty backhau!s, partial Joacis, o:- on circuitous routes. DOT-

JCC cia�9 sho\1• that more than 16% of unspeda.l:zed JCC-regulat�d vehicles 

travel empty. An even larger percentage o! exempt vehicles travel empty. 

these empty trucks and unneeded miles increase the truckers' costs and waste 

fuel. A Department o! Justice study10 estimates that the circuity requirements · 

alone waste at Jea.st Sl million gallons of fuei per year. 

UNNEEDED BUREAUCRACY AND RED TAPE 

The existing system is needlessly complex and cumbersome. A major 

issue is ·why over 2,000 federal bureaucrats are needed to regulate the business 

practices of what would otherwise be a good example o! a competit ive industry. 

There are li�erAlly hundreds of thousands of pages of tarlifs (rate notices) 

filed each year, and sometimes individual tarii!s go on for pages with intricate 

formulas and complicated calculations. The system also produces endless 

red tape. The Ja.st annual report of the JCC indicates that almost S,OOO cases 

were filed for motor carrier operating rights alone. There may be even more 

appHcanu this year. 1n addition, millions o! rates are filed with the Commission 

armually. Even under more expedited Commission action cases can take months 

and years, and this means that businessmen who should be spending time thinking 

of ways to improve their operations, insteac!, have to think of ways of moving 

through the labyrinth of the current regulatory system. 

INEQUITIES AND SOCIAl COSTS 

The regulatory maze is particularly burdensome to small businessmen. 

Large businesses may be able to aiford experts to wade t hrough the complicated 

regulations and wait th� long months to obt!.in decisions, but this is not true 

for the small entrepreneur. 

The regula tory system has worked to_ restric:t the opportunities for minorities 

_,_ 
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1. ICC-Licensed Ca:-rie:-s: Less-Tha� Tru::kload (L TL} 

'L TL motor frejght service is almost exclusively provided by regular-route 

common carriers of general freight. Regular route certificates S?ecify all 

'the points of origin and destination along �rith the detailed routes over which 

the carrie! ·must travel. Common carrier service is provided by L n carriers 
. . 

for a wide variety of packaged goods (general freight). Up to 90 percent of 

total L n shipments weigh Jess than l,OOO pounds. The motor c:.arrier services 
\• 

provided by LTL carriers can require falrJy substantial terminal investment 

and .handling operations to consolidate or distribute individual stUpments before 

or a!tei' line-haul movements. These carriers essentially provide regularly 

scheduled service, often interchange trdfic with other carriers, and rarely 

use specializ�d equipment. This segment of the industry is heavily unionized 

(both drivers and dock workers}, and employees are typically covered by the 

Teamster Master Freight Agreement. Jn most cases, the rates charged for 

these shipments are collectively agreed upo:-� L"\d then proposed to the JCC 

regiona..l rate bureaus. LTl carriers are not as prone to cyclical downturns 

or seasonal/peak-period service demands, as are other sectors of the motor 

carrier industry. Although the require·ments for terminals and facilities pose 

some economic entry barriers, they are far from overwh�lming, especially 

in comparison to other industries, such as the airline industry now being deregulated. 

2. ICC Licensed Carriers: Truckload (TL) There are several categories 

of .carriers which provide truckload service. Typically, TL shipments move 

directly between the shipper and consignee, thereby bypassing the distribution 

and consolidation operations wtUch characterize L TL shipments. Jn comparison 

to the class rate structure of L TL movements, TL rates are more closely 

related to the carrier's cost of providing a particular service. Thls is because 

-.-
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D. SJRUCTURE OF THE L�DUSTRY 

The .  trucking industry accounts for over hal! of total intercity freight 

revenues. JCC-Hcensed carriers account !o� J'-!St over 20 perc:ent of the industry's . 

�otal intercity ton-miles. In 1976, the er..imated value of intercity motor 

!reight services (both regulated and non-rerJlated) was estimued at $56 billion; 

regula\e.d carriers had ope rating revenues o! $26 billion. The trucking industry 

earns more revenue for services provide� than any other industry in the transporta

'tion sec:tor. There are approximately 17,00� regulated trucking companies 

in operation today. The industry employs more than one million people and 

is highly unionized, principally by the International Brotherhood of Teamsters. 

The internal structure of the indus�ry is highly mixed and can be categorized 

in many ways. One Jogic:a..l way is to d.ivide carriers into those that provide 

'truckload (Tl.) and Jess-than-truckload (1. Tll'traftic:. Carriers providing n 

and LTL have different operating patterns, eosu a.nd organizational struc:tures, 

and provide very different types of freight servic:e to shippers. 

One way of defln.ing truckload traffic: ls any truck rig that moves under 

a single bill of Jading .. In general , TL shipment consist of a point-to-point 

(sh.lpper-to-consignee) shipment that "fills" a trailer. The concept of "fullness'' 

dependS upon the nature of the carrier's operations and the type of 'traffic 

carried, as well as the services demanded by the shipper . L TL traific are 

those movements that do not fit the truckload (TL) definition. In terms of 

freight revenues, L TL carriers earn the majority of industry revenues • 

... 7-
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TL ca.�iers are constrained by competiti� i:-o:-n ra�:-oacis &.""ld the threat 

of pr ivate carriage. TL carriers chen require s;>ecie..::zed equipment (e.g., 

tank trucks) and are closely limited in terms c! the co:iimcdities they may o 

1:Ta.."'lspcrt, but generally have wide latitude e.s to the rc�tes over which they 

may opera�. Then category is composed ci n.·o b:-oad groupings: specialized 

common carriers and contrac:t carriers. 

a. Specialized Common Carriers The ICC separates specialized 

common carriers into 16 different commodity a.tego!"ies (e.g., liquid petroleum, 

re!riger�!-ed products, household goods, etc.). S?eda..lized carriers generally 

have irregular-route operating authority, and t\al!'ldie full truckload shipments 

of freight. Traffic: levels for these carriers have increased rapidly. The typical 

movement involves almost no consolidation v•ith st-.;p:'T'lenu o! other commodities 

or parties, and the average size of a shipment is usua.!Jy quite large. Specialized 

carriers r�Jy heavily on the service o! inde;>endent truckers (owner-operators), 

who Jea.se their service and equipment to carriers ho:ding this type of authority. 

b. Contract Carriers Approximately 4,00� carriers are classified 

as contract carriers. The essential cfistinction between a common carrier 

and a contract carrier is that contract carriers do no� hold themselves out 

to provide service on demand. They provide dedicated service and often specialized 

equipment to meet the un.ique transportation needs c� individual shippers. 

Unlike common carriers, the rates charged for these movemenu are negotiated 

between-the carrier and the shipper, and JCC h&s only minimum rate authority. 

The contractual agreement can be long-term in natu!"e, and is filed with the 

ICC. Historically, the Commission has limited the �llity o! a contract carrier 

10 provide dual operations; i.e., both contrac:t a."'\d c:o:'T'lmon carriage by the 

-9-
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same operator. The Commission has recently undertaken some reform in 

this area. 

ihe Commission also places arbitrary restrictions on the number 

of shippers a contract carrier can serve, ''hich. only reduces competition 

with other types of carriers while unfairly constraining 'the gro'\\-th of contract 

carri.ers. These restrictions tend to discriminate against small shippers. Since 

a contra:! carrier can only serve a limited number of shippers, it has every 

incentive .:o enter into contractual arrangements v-.·ith the largest shippers 

it can find. The over&l.J effect of ti'Us restric:tion results in inefficient and 

eostly system-wide operations. 

3. Non-JCC Regulated Carriers 

a. Private Carriage A private carrier is a company whose primary 

business is not transportation (e.g., a supermarket chain), wi'Uch hauls its own 

property. Private carriage, which accounts for the largest single component 

of intercity motor freight traffic, has varied operating practices and service 

need.s. At the present time, private carriers are prevented by the JCC from 

entering into for-hire operations for their own corporate subsidiaries, and 

from entering into short-term agreements for Jea.sing equipment to a common 

carrier. They are· also prohi�ited from employing owner-operators in the 

transport of their own traffic:. These restric:tions are particularly unproductive 

in that they Jead to excess capacity, poor fuel utilization, and extra costs. 

Nevertheless, private trucking ha.s grown rapidly. 

DOT studies!2 demonstrate that companies tum to private trucking 

when they are dissatisfied with existing regu�ated carrie�s. This dissatisfaction 

is especially pronounced �·hen specialized equipment is required or when si'Uppers 

- J C.-
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III. ICC REGULATION AND RECENT TRENDS 

'l'ith the ap?Ointment of Chairman O'Nea.l in April, 19i7, th� Commission 

embarked upon a reexamination of m21'1y proeedura! a.."ld substa."'ltlve e.speets 

of its regu;�tion of interstate truek transportation. A task force composed 

of six members of the Commission's sui! wa.s appointed to make reeommendations 

1or lmprovln� truck entry regulation. The Ta.sk Force's report, submitted 

July 6, 1977, contained 39 recommendations for easing entry control which 

the Co��ission has recently been deciding on a c:u�-by-case b&sis • .  While 

these reforms represent an important 'first step tov.·ard liberalizing entry, 

the Commission could have gone significantly further ln dismantling the numerous 

obstacles to entry and in reforming other areas o� its authority, especially 

pricing flexibility and rate bureau reform. 

J,' Entry Before a nev.· carr ier may enter the industry or before an existing 

ICC carrier may expand its authority, appro\·al mus-: be obtained 1rom the 

ICC and a determination made that the applicant is "fit,.wllllng �d able" 

and that the proposed service is required by the "pu�lic convenience and necessity". 

� Commission's three standards pertaining to pi.lblic convenience and necessity 

entry were developed in 1936 in the seminal Pan American cfec:ision. J M. · 

c. c. 190 (1936). In its consideration as to whether a.n applicant has satisfied 

the public convenience and necessity standard, the Commission determines · 

whether (l) the applicant ha.s established a public need for the proposed service; 

(2) the existing carrl�rs ca."'l satisfy the demonstrated service need; and (3) 

'the proposed service wilJ c:ause protest ants to suffer competitive harm of 

such deg.ree as to ovtweigh the benefits to the gene:-al public. These criteria 

-12· 
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OeSire new"or-a:itemative tra.!'.S?O:"tati'CY.'I 5-e:"Yi:es. The 
,
reJatjve size 01 pnvz.te 

.euck.ing operations- and the iact tha-: a re:ent s:Jrvey13 iounc that a rnajo:-ity 

c! Jarge industrial shippers p;a��ed to inc:-ec..s.e t� siz.e oi their p:-h·ate trucking 

o;>erations significantly- in:iic.ates su�s:.:.-.::a! pro�lems �·lth the level and 

struc:ture of rates and services provided b�· regulat ed carriers. 

b. Exempt C�rriers Various exe:":"l?:ions !rom economic regulation -

a.re specl!ied within the Interstate Comme:-ce Act. The single most important 
. . 

exemption involves the movement of unp·:-xessed agricultural commodities. 

These commodities are transpo:-ted prlma:ll�· by the estimated 100,000 or 

more owner-operators, who provide a hig:-.Jy !lexlble service to meet r•pid.ly 

c:ha.nging demands !or agricultural movemer::s. Through relatively high productivity, 

these truckers achieve costs wruch, at least under the present regulations 

governing rail traffic, make them cost-cc:-n�titive with railroads in many 

�ansportation markets . /u a result oi th-ei:- flexibllit)' and competitive rates, 

they have captured a large part of agricu:-:u:-a.l tra!fic that once moved primarily 

by the railroads. 

lu noted above, however, because t!"ley are "exempt" does not mean 

they operate without restrictions or C:O\.llC not carry freight more efficiently. 

In addition to statutory impediments, reg:Jl!:iol"'s also limit the ability of 

owner-operators to solicit and participate in transpor-�n& regulated traUic. 

Ov.-ner-operators are also prohibited fro:-:-: a:-rying regulated and nonregulated 

tt�ic simultaneously. 
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v� .ad:.ition, the proposed policy would l�sen requirements for contract carriers. 

Opponents would have to es:a�!lsh tha� gra:"'ting ne-.: contract authority would 

so endanger their operatio:"'s that they lir'O;.�ld not be �le to provide adequate 

service wit.run the scope oi their autho:-ities. I! adopte�, and if the Commission 

does not place a heavy burden on appHca...,ts to demonstrate a public need 

1or the proposed service, the proposed rules would ease entry significantly. 

These rules would still allow the potentja! for fit and financially responsible 

carriers .to be denied entry into the industry even though they proved a need 

for their service, however. 

2. R atemaking Trucking rate reform involves prlmarlly three maj�r 

issue�: 0) collective ratemaking; (2) the nruc:ture of rates; and (3) rate flexibility. 

These issues must be addressed u true re�orm is to be achieved. 
' 

The JCC has wide discretion to determine maximum and minimum rates 

for common carriers. The Interstate Cor:"lmerce Act also gjves the JCC authority 

'to approve collective ratemakin� agreements. These agreements are conducted 

in rate bureaus: private associations of common carriers who discuss and 

determine rates for individ�a.l shippers. All motor carrier rate bureau members 

(whether they c:arry the traific or not) may discuss and vote not only on joint 

and through rates (where two or more c:a.rrlers are involved in one shipment) 

but also on single line rates ''here only one member is involved. In addition, 

�se rates are based on the average cost of a sample of the larger carriers 

not t� lower costs incurred by the more ei!ident carriers. 

Rate bureaus were granted antitrust immunity in 1948 wltn the passage 

o! the Carriers' Rate Bureau Act (more commonly known as the ReecS-SulwinkJe 
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have remained unchanged to th!s day cSes?:-;e fu.."'lcamental s-:ru=tural changes 

ln the economy and the trucki"'lg industry. 

Historically, the applicant had the b;.::-den of proving that the proposed 

service wa.s. required by the pu!>lic convenjence and necessity. On October 

6, 1978, 1n the Liberty Trucking decision, 1.30 1-.�. C. C. 24.3, 'the Commission 

reversed years of precedent by shifting the burden of proof regarding the 

third criteria to the existing carriers who p:-otest the granting of new authority. 

In a.noth.;t re:cent _decision, the Commissio� issued final rules which sharply 

limit the c:Arriers permitted to intervene a:Jtomatic:ally in operating rights 

cases to those who not only hold a c:�rtifiate similar to that being sought, 

but who have in fact performed the service in the recent past. These restrictions, 

wh.ich plac:e a burden of proof on protesting carriers, should make it easier 

1or new a pplicants to obtain operating aut!".��!�y by reducing previously Jengthy 

and expensive hearings. These rules represen� some reform toward liberalizing 

entry, but do not eliminate many impediments to entry. 

On November 30, the JCC proposed. a rule making proceeding whic:h, 

if adopted, would represent the most signi!icz."'lt change in the Commission's 

traditional "protectionist" attitude. Under the proposed policy, an applicant 

would merely have to demonstrate that the se:-vic:e being proposed would 

"aerve a useful public: purpose, responsive to a public: dema.r'ld or need." New 

common carrier authority would be granted con:mensurate with the demonstrated 

need unless the existing carriers could demo!'l.Strate that a new carrier would 

impair their operations contrary to the pu!>llc interest. tn·essenc:e, this proposal 

shifts the burden of proof for showing the potential disruptive effects on existing 

carriers to those same carriers, tnus elimir-.a�lng the need .for an applicant 

-13-
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in sum:ner months by household gooes ca.r:-ie!"s res��, in pa::, fr�:-n lCC regu!a-:io:"'s 

that do not permit peak load pricing. Since cl.:-rie:-s !.!"e unable to balance 

demand through price incentives in of!-pec.k rno�-:�, they overbook for five· 

:frantic months of the year, with a resulting oete:-io:-ation in service • 

.3. Mergers Motor 1reight common c:a.r!"l
_
e!"s r.a ve sought en�to-end 

mergers as a. means o! balancing traffic flov.·s, de-:re.a.slng circuity, increz..sing 

equipment utilization, and improving service to s!-.!?�rs. More expedited 
' 

traffic -�vemenu _an� fewer joint movemen-:s o! trcfic between carriers 

often lead to service improverr:aents and cost savi"'gs for both shippers and 

carriers. Under existing law, motor c:.arrle:-s are o!'l!y permitted to merge 

when the Commi ssion determines that the me!" ge:- is consistent with the public 

interest. Carriers with combined revenues _U:ide!" $3:l0,000 do not have to 

seek ICC approval for merger. 

Re gulatory restrictions on entr)·, es;>e:.i2.l.Jy for established carriers 

seeking to broaden their operating authority into ne•· geographic and commodity 

markets, provide trucking �mpanies with incentives to merge. Carriers interested 

in expa.nding their authority have often merged \lo·l-:h other carriers holding 

the cSesired authority, rather than pursue the leng-thy, costly, and sometimes 

futile proeess o! seeking additional authority through Commission procedure 

and review. Under liberAlized entry, a c:a.rrier's incentive for intra-industry 

mergers a.s a means o! rationalizing its own r�ute network would be reduced 

dramatically. 

1n its policy statement of November 3�, 197&! the Commission expressed 

concern that its current merger policy may Jead te the reduction o! effective 

competition and service, especially in short-hau! rr.arkets and small communities. 



Ac:t). 1n essence, this Act alJO'Q.'S poterr:iaJ co�·?e:itors to agree u;>:Y.I rates 

and.fiJe them with the lCC. The antjcompe:i:lve e!!ect of thes: o:-ganiz.ations 

on rates charged is largely respons!!:>le for the s!-Jft tov.:ard privue carriage 

and excess industry earnings. The ICC has the al.Ttho�lty to revie'"· rates but 

generally ha.s accepted rate bureau proposals. In those few ca.ses where the 

Commission has suspended rates, it ha.s attem;>ted to set rates so as to maintain 

the existing rate struc:ture. One recent decision , ho,.·ever, indicates 'that 

'the Com.rnission is questioning the current system of ratemaking. On November 

27, 197&; 5y overturning a general rate increase P[Oposed 'by a rr.ajor rate 

bureau, the Commiss ion overhauJed the aiteria that motor carriers mus t 

meet to justify future rate increues. Moreover, the Commissio� dete rmined 

that the profits of the motor carrier industry \l•ere already infJated. The 

JCC further decjded that the rate of return fo:-. mo�o:- carrjers should be no 

higher than that for all manufacturing indust:-ies (ap;>roximateJy Jlr percent ), 

which is substanti&l.ly below the current compos!te return fer the major motor 

. b 
1� c:arrJer rate ureaus • .  

Inadequate pricing 
.
fJexibility also currently exists. �ates bued upon 

the Jevel of service provided for an individual shipper, not rates based on 

the �verage costs of a group of carriers · as currently practiced through collective 

ratemaking, are highly desirable. Flexible and innovative ratemaking would 

yield sigrii!ic:ant benefits to both shippers and carriers. Shippers would be 

. abJe to selec:t those rate/service features which mos� fully rdlec:t their shipping· 

requirements. A carrier relying upon flexible p:-icing could �mplement cii!!erent 

Jevels of freight service. Through flexible pricing a carrier could charge rates 

that reflected these service cfiiferenti&ls. Fo:- exam;:>Je, sc:&ndaJo:JS over-booking 

· ·-. 
-·-
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.commissioners were appointed "t.'ho suppo:-te:! the A:minlstration's economic 

policy favoring deregulation. There are curTentJy five Commissio�ers plus . , 

-one ac:ting until a replacement is named. Thus e!!e:tively there are six vac:anc:ies 

on the Commission. In addition, two Commi.ssione�s· terms -.a.•llJ expire at 

�he end cf 1979 and two more at the end c! 19!0. 

However, even 1! the Commission were :o pro;>ose more substantial 

reform, a. major legislat ive thrust would still be required to achieve the objective 

of sigril!jc;ant lasting reform. 

Without legislation, the JCC's apparent for�•ard movement could be 

hindered by several developments. First, the proposed JCC reform initiatives 

will take a very long period to achieve. The individ:Jal doekeu designed to 

effectuate reform on each aspec:t of the motor a.rrier industry could take. 

several years. Second, even &iter the Commissio:"l does ac:t, it is likely that 

· any significant administrative reform will be tied up in litigation, perhaps 

1or sever&.! years, with an uncertain outcome. The American Trucking Association 

and other &ifec:ted parties wlll contest any slgnifia."''t Administrative reforms 

in the courts. 

Finally, many of the lCC- proposed reiorms, even 1! subsequently adopted, 

· wlU not be cemented into the Jaw without legislation. 'FutUTe Commissions 

could undo the work of a reform Commissio�. A somewhat similar situation 
' 

was faced wlth the air deregulatlo� bill. �'ith the support of this Administration, 

the· CAB instit uted far-reac:hing changes to deregulate the air carrier s. The 

question was raised at that time whether legislative change was still needed. 

The unanimous response by theAdministration and the CAS was to continue 

-18-
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Frequent))·, a !CY.lg-haul carrier will p�rcha.se the a:.::ho:lty of a sho:-t-hau! 

carrier and use that new authority a.s a mea.:�s of extending its long haul sen·ice 

into another market. The Commis.sioo has a�nounced that ii a nev.· service 

is intended by the merger, the pro�r vehicle is the filing of an application· 

for new authority. Under the proposed rules, the Commission will authorize 
-·--

an acquisition of operating authority only u the acquiring carrier establishe s ..._ 

that it will continue to perform service similar in scope to that per1ormed 

under the operating authority being acquired. 

lnte.rmodal mergers between railroads anc motor carrier are presently 

restricted by Commission policy. lntermodal O'--nership and operations would 

increase the coordination between the modes L""'C a::hieve cost economies 

for the participating carriers and increased service options and benefits for 

shippers. By increasing the anractiveness of mu!timodal service, the di!ferent 

modes could specialize in those transportation func-:ions they perform most 

economically (e.g., rail carrier linehaul movements and motor carrier pickup 

and delivery). Rail ownership of trucking companies should be encouraged 

as a means of achieving more appropriate a.nd profitable transportation service 

on Jow-deMity branchlines. Forced maintenance of rail service on such routes 

is a serjous drain on the rail industry's OJrrently poor earnings. Further, decreasing 

costs and improving the service for intermocia.l movements would bring about 

a more appropriate intermodal c:fivision of traffic ba.sed upon lower shipment 

c:oSu. 

CONCLUSION 

AJthough the ICC's proposals do not eliminate all the problems created 

by the motor freight carrier regulatory scheme, these proposals represent 

-17-
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IV. OPTl�SS 

Many alternative reform proposals a!'\ !>e sugges-ted. Ho..,.•ever, 'the 

issues ca.'i be grouped into three comprehe:'lS:ve options. Administrative change 

at the JCC would continue under each of t.'le -:hree options. 

Option 1. Phased Total Oeregulati�: 

Deregulati on would take place over a tn .. "'lsition period o£, say, 

five years, in order to permit shippers to adj:JSt their fr�ight distribution patterns 

and s eryi�e requirements and to offer car:-ie:-s an opportunity to redeploy 

their equipment and other a.sse�. The leglsl!tio!"' would schedule important 

intermediate steps toward total deregulati on during the transition period. 

At the end of the period all distincti ons bet•·een the types of carriers w ould 

disappear. 

1. Features 

a. Entry/Ex.it 

This option would completely eliminate the Commission's au th ority 

to presc:ribe conditions of entry or exit fo� the industry aher a transition 

period of, say, five years. At tt\at time, &11 applicants would be allowed into 
.· 

the industry once certain basic safety, ins:.aranc:e and financia1 requirements 

were satisfied. [)uring the transition period the legislation would require 
' . 

'the Commission to place maximum empha.sis on competiti on; shift the burden 

of proof in entry cases from applicants to prot�stants; and allow a carrier 

into the industry once it had secured ship;>e:- support or proposed a lower rate 

and/or a new freight service. 

b. Certificate Restrictions 

For esubllshed carriers, this o;:>tiCY.I envisions the gradua.l removal 

of all commodity and route restric:tions d.Jri."'lg the transition periot!, alth ough 

-2C-
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�o �k Jegislative change. Chairman Kah.i h;mse!f ter.i.fied tl".a� -;.·ithout 

legislative change, the CAB faced long interna..l proceedings a.;: monumental 

Jawsuits. In order to achieve lasting regulatory reform for motor carriers, 

as well, some form of legislation is nec:essar)'• 

-19-
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1. Private ca�rie�s 

This option in:Juoes permining priY·ate ca�riers to t:-ip-Jea.se and 

provide tra.!'\Sportation io:- rr.ajority-c:ontrolled corporate subsidla:ies during 

the transition period; at tl".e end of the period all restric:tio:u wo;.U� be removed • 

. 

g. O.....,er-Operato�s 

Ov.'t)er-operators wo·Jld immediately be allowed to Jea.se their 

services and/or equipment to ;:dvate carriers. Commis.sion Jea.sing restrictions 

which eurz:ently impair the ability of owner-operators to solicit and transport 

regulated traffic: would gradually be removed.. By the end of the .transition 

period, these independents •·ould then be allowed to soHc:it BT'Id transport 

any freight they desire. 

h. freight Forwarders 

The operations o! freight forv.·arders are closely tie: to those of  

<trucks, especially L Tl carriers, against whom they compete in many aspec:ts 

of their operations. for these reuons, the dereguluio:"l of trucks must be 

ac:eompanjed by the deregulation of forwarders·. 

L Securities 

The Commis.sion's responsibility for regulating truck industry stocks 

and securities would be transferred to the Seeu.ities and Exchange Commis.sion. 

2. Strategies 

There are two basic ap;>roac:hes to achieving total phased deregulation. 

Strategy A. Remove all restrictions on all categories of carriers 

simultaneously over a transition period. No distinctions would exist in the 

Jegislation betw�!n types o1 truckers or categories of tra!fic:.. This approach 

1s simplest to formulate, to draft, and to explain. It focuses the attention 

cf Congres.s and
. 
the p�Hc o:"l the entire industry, L,d it minimizes the pos.sibllity 

'th&t during the Jegi.slative de�ate powerful interest grou;>s (l.e., organize.d 
. . 

-22-
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c. Rates and. Rate B'..l�eaws 

---- -.--:.-...·--- . .. ...... -� .. - ·--· . . .  -· - .  ·- _ .. _ . - -- . -
Collective ratemaki�g v.·oulc � p�ohibited a."'ld ra�e bureaus would 

no longer be exempt from antitrust immL.t""Jty (i.e., repeal the Ree�Bul\ldnkle 

A:t). A!te
_
r five years, the Commlssie>."l \io'Ol.!ld be prohibited·from sening 

mu.imum and minimum rates. Transportation charges would be set by market ..:...._ 
· fo:-ces, although legal prohibitions againr. truly antlcompetltive pricing behavior 

1Bt'ould be enforced under antitrust statutes. Until there was complete deregulation 

o! truck-ent�y, an extended no-suspend p�icing zone would be instituted. 

Special procedures would be implemente: tc handle rate requesu outside 

the zone. This transitional ratemaking framework would allow both carriers 

&."'ld shippers the opportunity to adjust their distribution and service patterns 

to the new m arket-oriented environment. Tne phued remO\'a.l of rate regulation 

for trucks would coincide with the dereg;.:lation o! operating anc rate regulations 

for rail carriers. 

d. Mergers 

lUter enactment, all responsl�llhies for both intra-industry and 

intermoda.J mergers would be transferrec to the Department of Justice and 

'the Federal Trade Commission. The same competitive standards that apply 

'to other sectors of 'the economy would then be applied to the trucking industry. 

e. Contract Carriers - . 
During the transition period, contract carriers would be granted 

common-carrier authority if �y so desi!'ed.. They would also be able to enter 

into contractual arrangemenu with I."'Y number of shippers they desire, as \ 
Jong as they provide dedicated or s)>eclali:ed service. After 'the transition, 

. \ 
"they would be deregulated in the samLrr.an�er as common carriers. 

-21-
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be appr opriate becal.!se o! the more e�ensive c:.a?:�� investment needed for 

l TL operations and the longer time needed fo� both carriers ill""'d shippers 

to adjust their business operations to a.ltered n-.a�ke� CO!iditio!'ls. 

In either approach, State regulations, U 1.."'1)', �·l"'Jch affect interstate 

tra.t!ie would have to be reviewed and possibly p:-eem?ted to achieve the maximum 

benefiu available from total reform. 

3. Argumenu For and Against 

Pros -

Cons -

• ·Option I of!ers the greatest overall L"'ltiain!lationary benefiu. 

• A proposal in this form is the ea.siest to understand and the best 

. vehicle for subsequent discussion and education. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

This approach allows the greatest lee\l.·ay fo':" bargaining purposes • 

We can al ways accept less 1i our original pro posal seems unana.inable. 

Such an approach clearly defines the nev.· market environment for 

carriers and shippers; consequently, such an approach minimizes 

uncertainty over future "rules of the game" and allows all parties 

to adjust to the nev.• system . 

This approach is consistent with the recent reforms in aviation • 

Such a framework is not piecemeal, and does not . . rely upon JCC 

review and interpretation. 

�pposition for this proposal is very substL"ltial, and wW come frpm · 

carriers, labor, and shippers; however,. many Jarge shippers will support 

lt. The preference of ma.ny �ies is for reform, not total deregulation. 

Cafrjers and some shippers will advance arguments of chaotic competition 

and the poten tial for anticompetitive practices absent regulation. 
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12.!:>�:- and the "indus-:ry," p�eSe:itly dominateC:: by th-e !a:-ge L T.L c:.arriers) v-·lll 

deflect the thrust of the legislation away fro:-:; tha � ?a�t of the trucking industry 

most in need of regu latory reform (l. Tl. opera-:ions ) . 

Strategy B. Draft legislation arounc the Tl. !.."'d L Tl. distinctions 

presented in this paper. Complete removal of e:itry 2."'10 route restric:tions 

for TL carriers could be r ecommended after a very s�o:-t transition period 

of perhaps 6 months. Some constraints on rat� !lex;!:>ility for Tl carriers 

would be imposed until restrictions aHectlng the ab�ity of rail carriers to 
- -

compete eHectively were relaxed. This mo�e rapi� deregulation of n. carriers 

might be appropriate because of the economics o� T:. operations, the extent 

o! intrame>dal and intermodal competition a.lread)· exls�ing in that segment 

of the industry ... and the Commission's more Je:'\ien� e:"ltry and ratemaking 

policies for regulated Tl. carriers. Legislatlo:'l ln thls form would also help 

alleviate shipper concerns over rail deregulation , pa�icularly in the area 

of branctiline abandonment and possible perceived a.-.ticompetitive rail practices 

after deregulation. Tl. carriers compete directly v•i-:h rail C:arriers in many 

area.s, and a complete easing of entry and pric.ing restric:tions would help promote 

the efficient substitution of freight tra!!ic between the modes while allowing 

more competition into certain markets now relying s�stantially on rail transportation • 

Moreover, this approach builds on the momentum a.l�eady begun by the lCC 

· in the area oi Tl.. de regulation . 

for L Tl. carriers a more gradual relaxation of all entry and current 

operating restric:tions would take place. This tra.."''s:�ion period would last 

up to five years. The slower conversion to deregula :io:"' for L Tl. carriers might 

-23-
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wo"uld also shUt the burden of proof in all e:1try cases, and allow carriers into 

the industry when they have ship;:>er suppo� to propose a lower rate and/or 

different type of frelght service. 

b.- Certificate Restrictions 

for TL carriers, all commodity and route restric:tions would be 

removed over a short transition period. The mos t burdensome route and operating 

restrictions would be removed immediately for L TL carriers , and these carriers 

would be. granted a certain amount of !Jex.i!:>ility to enter/exit markets without 

.: : 
JCC rev1ela.' and approval. 

c:. Rates and Rate !ureaus 

Collec:tlve ratem&kirig would be abolished, and rate bureaus would 

Jose their anti-trust immunity. For TL carriers, no maximum or minimum 

rate regulatio� would exist a!ter a transitio:1 period sufficient to allow rail 

carriers the ability to compete. , Norm&J an-:icompetitive pricing provisions 

would exist for a1J carriers. For l TL carriers, the Commission would still 

retain the authority to set minimum and ma.ximum rates for rate proposals 

outsi� a "no-suspend'' pricing zone. Speci&.l provisions could be drafted for 

the Commission to grant new or additional authority in those instances when 

a carrier proposed a rate request in excess of the no-suspend zone. 

cS. Mergers 

.All authority over mergers would be transferred to the Department 

of lustit:e and Federal Trade Commission. 

e. Private/Contrac:t Carriers and Owner-Operators 

Restrictions on dual operations and the number of shlp?ers a contract 

carrier ca.n serve would be removed. Private carriers would be granted easier 

intercorporate transportation provisions and access into the for-hire truc:king 

sector. Ea.sie!' Jea.sing arrangements for exempt carriers would allo";,· some 

-· 
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The teamsters will argue that sa! e:y a.'iO their .-·ages v.·ill suffer. 

It may be difficult to enlist consu:"ile:- sup;:>oM since the benefits 

to the individual con sumer may b-e q..llte small, although the overall 

n�tional benefits could be quite slgni.fic:a.nt. There may be no early 

dramatic results from ICC-initiated rd�ms comparable to the airline � 
experience to bolster the deregulation argument. 

• U the proposal is seen as too racfic!.l, we may lose the opportunity 

for a realistic �arlng and suppon from more moderate groups • 

.:. =-

o There are gaps in the data and relevant studies to con!irm the magnitude 

cf the benefits to be der ived from the proposed changes. 

• The proposal provides limited ability to monitor the industry and 

correct any short-term economic Clsl:>c.ations that arise for carriers 

shippers, cr communities. 

Option 2. Substantial DeregulatiOT'I Through Selective Legislative Change 

This option would immediately deregulate TL carriers but, during 

a short transition period only relax many oi the current restrictions on·L TL 

carriers in the areas of entry/exit, rateS. IJ'ld operating restrictions. The JCC 

wouJd retain c:erta.ln jurlscfic:tionaJ authority in t�se areas, however. A regulatory 

framework v.•ould continue to exist for resolvi"tg shipper concerns and a common 

carrier obligation for LTL carriers would reml.in. 

1. Features 

a. Entry/Exit 

Except for financial, insuran�e, an::! safety requirements, all entry 

and exit restrictions would be removed for Tl c:.a�riers after a short transition 

period. For LTl. carriers, entry standards .-·o:.Ud be redefined Jegislatively 

so that the Commission would be required to place maximum emphasis on 

promoting competition within this sector c! the industry. The Jegislation 
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• The proposal tends to be complicc.tec e..i: ha�c to understand. 

lt leaves less bargaining room tha"l O?:!on 1, and it may be easier 

1or opJX>�ients to "pick-offn key p�o,·isions from such a complicated 

blll. 

Option 3. Administra:ive Action and Limi�ed Legislative Change 

This option would place primary rella..ice·u?On ICC administrative reforms. 

The Administration1S objectives would be a:-ticulued in regulatory proceedings 

before the Commission. In addition to administrative action, change would 

be soug�� by legislation to do the following: 

(a) Increase and define the Department o! Transportation1s right 
\ 

to petition the ICC for changes in rulemaking, Lid require the JCC to respond 

in a timely manner. 

(b) Amend the basic policy stateme:"'t of the ICC to require it to 

place increased reliance upo!'l competition in all its decisions. 

(c) Impose specifjc time limits on 2.l1 JCC proceedings. 

(d) Deregulate entry and ratemak.ing in the TL sector of the industry. 

(e) Reform the rate bureau provisio:'ls, and restrict collective ratemaking. 

(f) Move toward a ne>-suspend zone for ratemaking in the L TL sector. 
. -

(g) Provide the JCC with broad powers of commodity_ exemption 

1rom truck deregulation. 

Pros:. 
-

• This option provides some benefits in terms of increased competition • 

• It provides Congressional sanction to cu:-rent ICC efforts and lessens 

'the opportunities for court c:N.llenges to ICC-initiated reforms • 

• It provides maximum flexibility to ad jus: tc1 possible unforseen 

drcumst&nces. 

• 1t reduces oppositio!'l to change, an� '·ould be the easiest 

. ...... 
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:f. F or\lr·arders 

Substa.l')tially reduced entry re�..:2�e:':"le�i':.s f or l. Tl. carriers, combined 

Q'lth total deregulation for Tl. carriers, .. -:�:: ?!a::e L Tl. c:arrie:-s at a consiciera,!:,le 

competitive disadvantage. This circumsta."'l:e -.·ill, presumably, encourage 

LTl.. carriers to undertake more competit:ve pricing policies -.·hile they seek 

to offer more iMo••ative services. These r.-.cket incentives would encourage 

Sh.i?pers to consolidate their shipments fo� t� pu!'pOse of purchasing unregulate d 

trucklo�·service. Freight !or\lr·arders wc:.J.Jc beeome increasingly important 

under thls option, and they would also be C:eregulated as a means of encouraging 

competition. 

2. Argume:'l ts For and Against 

P:-os: 

• 

• 

• 

Co�s : 

• 

• 

Option 2 offers many of the be:'le!i� o! Option 1 • 

Opposition may not be quite as v� for this proposal. The option 

could be characterized more as re fo:-m r.nd not "a de struction of 

the whole system." 

Jt a.lJo.,.·s additional time for mo:-.lto:-ing the changing situation, 

conducting additional analysis, a.,-,d co:-recting any economic d.i.slocations. 

The proposal would still encompus a ve:-y substantial amount of 

�ppositiori. It goeS
. 
well beyond &."'lything the AT A, Teamste rs, or 

many of the shipper groups wish a.hhough many larger shippers might 

prefer total deregulation to a pa.�il.J &p?roach. 

lt relies upon some administrath•e c!ls:retion to implement 

certain reforms and could be in.:.s-::-ate� by an uncooperative JCC. 

Secau.se of this the anti-in!latio-�.a:y bene!iu are les.s certain. 

--2i-
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\'. DISCUSSlON OF ASTJCIPATED ARGUM�STS AGAINST DEREGULATIO� 

There will be a number of argumenu ad .. ·a�ced against any deregulation 

effort, some based on legitimate concerns and some .,.ith little foundation. 

A!ter 113 years of regulation, there are understi"'lda�ly uncertainties about 

substanti ve changes in the system . The arguments have to do 'fr'ith fears of 

industry "chaos", destruction of certificate values, deteri oration of servi ce 

to small);,ommuniti es , reduc:tion in industry saf ety , increased industry concentra

tion, adverse effects on labor and the environment , and predatory an d discrirnina'-

. tory carri er practi ces. Finally, the argument is ad dressed that no cha,r\ge 

is needed because an enlightened lCC is already granting 97� of new applications 

for entry. 

It should be kept in mind tha� all these arg\Jmei'lts will be raised no matter 

which option is chosen. �'e have analyzed these arguments and either assess 

their validity or indicate how they might be addressed in a legislative proposal. 

The evi dence on many of these issues is sometimes anecdotal and sometimes 

based on empirical studies. The data bue is limited, and because of the complexity 

cf the industry, analyti cal efforts have not countered all the arguments completely. 

Seeause of these problems some of the arguments in favor of deregulation 

have .been based on theoreti cal economic: analysis rather than empirical evidence 

cr case studies. 

1. Chaos in the Trucking Industry Perhaps the most pervasive argument 

which will be raised against trucking deregulation is that i t  will result in "chaos"; 

that is, excessive volatility of freight rates and very high turnover of carriers. 

There is little reason to expel:t significant and prolortg ed disruption , however. 

. ..... 
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Ma.11y of the benefits are uncertai�. �ause implemen•atio� relies 

to a great extent upon administra::ve ci!sc:retion , and c:ou!d be frustrated 

by an unc:O?pe:-ative ICC • 

• Maximum uncertainty makes it c:U!!ic:ult for carriers a."''d shippers 

to adjust and plan, and also creates the mulmum incentive 

to fight and not to adjust to the cha.nges • 

• It could be viewed by critics of reg;Jl!.tion e.s a withd�a .... ·a.I from the 

Aeministratio!'l's commitment to deregulation. 
.. . 

• There wlll still be opposition, and l!ttle may be achieved for the 

Jegislative eifort. 

• 
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2..�d existing ca:-rie�s have purchased the o?e:-a:�-:� :"'i��..:S of othe:-s, rather 

'tt-.a.n go through the lengthy certification pr�s.s b-!!o:-e the lCC. These opera-:ing 

rights, or c ertificates, are often tradec at su�s:a.-:::a.: p:-ices.16 Their value. 

is largely, but not entirely, due to restrictive 1:c e:-.::-y policies. E.sta�lished 

"truckers v.·ill argue that deregulation "'ill de�roy th�s.e c:erti!ic:ate values 

and that this would be unfair to present hol�:s, pa.:-:ic:ularly those who may 

have recently purchased certificates at su�s�!.��la.! s:..::""ns, a."'d others who had 

planned to seU them off a.s a retirement nest egg. 

There are a variety of viev.·s on the curre:"'t ,.c.,; ue of certificates� Sources 

in the fl.n�ncial community and in the trucking in:;.:s-:ry indicate that in the 

past few months the market value o! certificates hu dropped s ubstantially • 

. This may be attributed to the ICC's recent &":titud-e to,.·a.rd entry and rate 

Increases, as well as publicity and uncerta.int�· t.b�;.:: p¢ssible future truck · 

deregulation. Several years ago , before JCC reio:-r:-. L�itlatives, the Council. 

on �·age and Price Stability estimated indus::-y-•·!de certifie.ate ,·alues to 

be in the range of $3-� billion.17 Book values ��e estimated to be approximately 

$600 million for all carrier5. 18 · 

To the extent that certificate values refiect res�rictive JCC entry policies, 

deregulation would eliminate or at least greatly rec:.J:e them. However, certificate 

values probably also partly re!lec:t what wouJc in o�:-.e:- industries be c:alled 

"goodwill." Goodwill is the value of the firm a.s a going concern with established 

�tomers and market' position. Jn certain insUJ'Iees the v&lue of the firm 

will increase after deregulation, since the host c� regulatory restrictions whic:h 

handicap carrier efficiency wlll be eliminated . ca�:-ie�s will have flexibility 

to a�pt to market conditions, to exploit rn&:-k�� c;:?::-tunities freely, and 

. ...... 
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among ne""· entra..its anC: ine!ficie�t firms Llre! ::· i:": t� ind:.:s-::-y. Ho.,...eve:-, 

be U.'''ldeslr�le, because the alternative r���es bet!-. p:-ohlbiting il"ldividuals 

from entering L"''C r.a•·ing a chan:e to su::::::e-e:, !.."'1:' ?�ote�...lng the Jea.s� e!!i�ent 

ones . 

.,.lll not pose a serious problem of dls:-U?tio:"\. �l:-s-:., un:-egulate� o� sigr.iiica.."''tly 

!es.s regyl_ated intrastate markets such as r-.;e• Je:-s.ey fun:tio:'l we� "Q.'ithout 

regulatio:"\.l.5 Se:onc, p:-ivate &r�d exem?t tru:i<.ll"\g exist "''itho�r. ICC e:"ltry 

&rid rate regulatio:1. E>oth s.e:1ors fun:tion re!uively well, do net ha ve abnorrr.a.liy 

hlgh turnover rates &."''d have maintained thei� rr.arl<et share ove:- tlme. Th.irc, 

reduces the potential ha:-rr. from 'ir'ha tever c:.a::-ie� �allure does oc:c:u:-. Fou�h, 

there is no evide:"l:e o! chaos in tl'\.e Tl. s�o:" o! th-e trucking indi.!st:o-y oa.·hlc:h 

is largely unregulated, &rid e:"ltTy into the ]. TL seCtO:" Will still be s-omewhat· 

lirT!ited by the heavier capital requ.iremenu. Fl!tr., the al.Jegedly chaotic 

conditiON c! the 1930s, wh.ieh are at the roet of today's conc:e:-n O'<'er chaos, 

re!Je:ted the musive unem?loyment L'id cons��:"'lt Ja:k of other op?o�un!tie s 

during that pe:-loe. The indu.stry today is su!:>sta:".tia.!..ly larger, more mature 

and more sul>le, and the d.i.sa.strous eeonomic C:.O:"'cJtions of the Great t>epres.siO:"l 

are not likely to recur. Finally, because de:-egJl&tion C&1"' be pli.a.se: in ove:-

a period o! time, any dlsru?tion c:a.."'' be �!tene:. 

2. Erosi�� o1 Ca:-rie:-s' Ce:-ti!icate Values lr. ma.:-1)' cases, pros�tive 
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is .,'To� g. First of all, regulated service to rural area.s is far from satisfactory 

nov.- in many !2Ses. Studies conducte d by state and regio�al authorities 19 

indicate tha:: under the present system service is oft�:'i c;uite limited to rural 

areas; often only one or two c:a:-riers serve a particular small community. 

Second, even li this cross-subsidy is desirable, the current regulatory system 

contains no mechanism to ensure that it actually oc:cu:-s. In considering rate 

proposals, the' Commission merely reviews the reques-: to ensure that industry 

eamings·will be appropr,iate. There is no qwd pro� between the Commission 

and the individual carrier to reqwre that any excess earnings on certain routes 

will be used to subsidi�e unprofitable sm&ll community service. It is also 

a mistake to believe that it is the same carrier -.·hlch always serves both the 

rural and non-rural routes. Rural routes are in ma:'ly instances served by carriers 

operating only in those areas, and cross-subsidy is impossible in these cases. 

Morever, the Commission has very limited tools to assure even minimum 

service to the small communities listed on a carrier's certificate. The law 

does not provide the Commission with authority to regulate scheduling. Even 

th�ugh a carrier is obligated to serve a· particular co:-nmunity , lt is free to· 

reduce the level of service it provides to a community to the minimum required 

by its common carrier obligation. Under the presen-: system, the carrier has 

every incentive to &':'oid serving markets which it fe-els are unrenumerative 

and there is ·unJe to stop him. In fact, although the Commission may investigate 

service performance after receiving c:omplainu from shippers, the limite� 

aiz.e of the Commission's field force and its need to enforce other JCC regulations 

reduces the e.'lforcement credibility of the common a�rier obligation. The 

enforce�ent problems in this area have been well-d�"'"Umented by Congressional 
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is likely to increase. Many of these facto:-s s�:"Jid a:-t to o!!se: the decline 

in tl"'.at ·portion of certificate ,·al:Jes \l.'hiC:h is d�e to mo:"lo�oJy restriction. 

'The net ef!�ct should vary widely from firrr. tc !irm. Those !irms ._·ruc:h are 

severely hampered by certificate restrictio-::s today are likely to ex?erience 

a substantial appreciation in the overall value ot the firm. Ho�·ever, less 

efficient firms.'lr'ill be disadva.."ttaged. 

Tn: _net eifect of these changes shoulc be for investors to base their 

investment decisions on the true economic: \'a.lue of the carrier rather than 

en the inflated earnings made possible by restrietive JCC policies. To some 
' 

' 

extent this change is already taking place a.s investo:-s are placing Jess reliance 

on certificates as collateral for loans. 

For reasons of equity, however, the pro�iem of depreciated certificate 

values may have to be addressed in any deregulation legislation. 

3. Small Communities Some shippers L"l� regulated truckers argue that 

small communities receive good trucking ser,·ic:e as a result of the existing 

reg�latory ststem. They argue that JCC practices encourage c:a:-riers to subsidize 

service to small communities by their greater-thart-normaJ ea..�ngs in other 

markets. A variation of this argument is that large shipments subsidize unprofitable 

small shipments, and many c! these small shipments go to small to'VIms. It 

is a!� argued that deregulation wdlJ end this crcss-sul::>sidy and t he refore cause 

a deterioration in smap community service, or c:ause rates for small communities 

tc increase. 

There is, however, no economic evide:"'ce to support this arg-Jment. 

�re is theory and little fact, and there a!'e good rea.sons to believe the theory 
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compete \\'i.U be to cut back on their safety ex;:>enditu�es. Th-ey have also 

argued that a by-product of the certification procedure is an identi!ic:ation 

system, "ith names, addresses, a."'d scopes of a:th·ities. This syste:n makes 

it easier to spot problems and locate offending carriers, and it is alleged 

deregulation •·ill end this system. 

The evi dence is inconclusive that a -change in the regulatory sys-tem 

will cause increased safety problems. Furthermore, there are several reasons 

to believe that deregulation will not adversely a!!ect carrier safety. First, 
- -

Jarge segmenu of the mote: carrier industry today operate without certificates. 

Extensive analysis of the avalJa�le data by several Federal agencies provides 

evidence supporting both sides of the saiety issue, but does not conclusively 

demonstrate that no"-regulated truckers are less safe than regulated truckers. 

Cutting safety expenditures does not necessarily save money, nor does cutting 

such corners as hours of service. Such cuu cause accidenu and accidenu 

cost money. There is little reason to believe that truckers would engage in 

unsafe activities which might jeopardize the critical componenu of _their 

businesses- their drivers, their trucks, and their customers' cargo. 

Second, the JCC does not regulate the safety o! trucks, just as the CAB 

does not reg�.&Jate the safety of airlines. Jt is the DOT that has the broad 

safety authority to regulate truckers. Ecc:x"�omlc regulation and safety regulation 

are separate but, ln some respects cooperative functions under the present 

system. DOT does not rely upon the JCC regulatory process to ensure the 

safe operations o! truckers. The ICC, however, does make use of DOT safety 

information in considering carrier req\;ests for opera�ing authority. It would 

be a mistake to rely upon an economic regulatory system to guarantee safety. 
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For .instanc:e, a study by :.� P"..::!jc Service Commlssioi\ 

of' �'yoming
21 

found that only half the carrie�s a..:th��ized to provid� small 

community service actually did so. 

Thlrd, service to small communlties ca:i be p�o!itable. It should not 

be overJoo�ed that many small communities re!y uj>O;, unregulated agricultural . 
haulers to deliver their necessary fruits and vegetables, and a USDA study22 

shov.·s this segment of the industry to l>e relatively stable and prosperous. 

Another DOT study23 of regulated small carriers serving rural areas foun.d 

'that thls service could be p rofitable, especially �·here the carrier tailored 

his operation to the needs of the small commu."''.ity environment . The Senate 

Commerce Comminee funded a.n independent study v.·hich found that 15 percent 

of the carriers serving small communities believed that the business was "desirable." 

This figure jumps to 93 percent for the larger small communities with po·pulations 

between 10,000 and 2.5,000. The study concludes, "Predictions of wholesale 

elimination of service to small communities following deregulation are completely 

unsupported by the data .... Rather, it appears tl".at service to small communities 

would not deteriorate and might, in fact, improve under deregulation."
24 

cn.nge in the regulatory system could improve service to small communities . 

by allowing freer entry into routes, by allowing the agricultural exempt carriers 

to carry regulated goods back to the rural area.s, and b)' a.llov.·ing selected 

rate increases. to attract additional service where &p?roprlate • 

. li. Sa!ety Many gro1.:ps, including the ATA and the Teamsters, have 

argue� that deregulation will have an adverse impact upon the safety of trucking 

operations• They argue that deregulation will bring increased competition 

and that one of the ways that carriers will anemp-: to trim their costs to 
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, The presen� ICC system does not guarantee profit� to each and every carder, . 
. . . 

. nor does it earmark profits for safety expenditures. In t�e end, there must 

.be a separate safety regulatory authority •..•. 
-.. : ;: ,

. 

. �: 

·· : ·· : ·.•. Additi�naily, it should also be noted that the option� in this p�per all 

·include ·some requirement th�t carriers entering the industry be fit and financially 

-responsible, which would indud� adequate safety criteria • .  

Safety can always be improved, however, and the DOT continues to 

recommend that certain additional authority be granted including a penalty 

system that acts as a greater deterrent to safety violations, greater reliance 

upon civil penalties and better protection against retaliatory firings for drivers 

who report safety violations. With these improvements, the safety of the· 

•. · trucking industry can be not only maintained but huproved. ·. ·.: . ·.:· 

. 5. Concentration in the Trucking Industry Op�onents, especially the 

Teamsters, argue that deregulation will cause an increase in trucking cori�entration 

and market dominance by a few large firms. They cite results of deregulation 

in Australia· which led to high concentration, especially in the freight forwarder 

industry. There are a host of reasons -- including demographic and economic 

-- why the Australian experience is not applicable to this country, but the . . 

primary reason is the absence of a comparable antitrust system in Australia. 

In this country given ease of entry into the industry under deregulation, 

the current large number of firms, and the absence of any significant economies 

of scale, concentration should not become significant at the national level 

as a result of deregulation. Because there are minimal efficiency or cost 

advantages for larger firms, smaller firms can and do compete effectively,. 

which inhibits a trend to big.ness. Some have argued that there are "network 
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Jarge carrier rather than a series of small ca.rrier.s. Tnese neto;.·ork effects . 

rr.ay pose some barriers to en:ry in the L TL se:tor, bu� they a:-e insignificant 

compared --·ith barriers in ot her industries sue!-. 2..s the a.i!' indl.!s":r)' no'*' being 

�regulated. 

. Concentratio:'l should be considered not o:'lly from a national viewpoint, 

but in individual markets a.s well. As industry
·
s�okesmen admit an� studies

2.5 

sho._·, concentr.ation may be very high now in many corridors bet'*·een metropolitan 

.. areas, where a s mall number of carriers are au�ho:-ized to operate. The removal 

of ICC entry restrictions should help reduce CO!'lcentration in individual markets 

because of actual or threatened expension by ne'*· or existi ng carriers. Also, 

in area.s where the industry is unregulated there is no demonstrated trend 

toward concentration. 

&. Impact on Labor. The basic thrust of the Teamsters' opposition to 

deregulation is it .wiU destabilize the industry. The Teamsters take credit 

for bringing rationality in labor relations and respo:1si�Je administration of 

collective bargaining agreements to trucking; the c.oncept of unuorm wages 

and -working conditions under a National Master Freight Agreement dates 

back only to 196 4. 

The Teamsters see deregulation as disrupting these established employment 

relationships. �'ith the elimination of the '*'orking structure of the industry 

as it _is known today, they believe carriers will begin to cut corners. Jt is 

in this· context that the Teamsters' fears of proliferation in the use of owner-
. . 

operators arise. 

The Teamsters recognize the inde pender.� O\l."iier�perator as a significant 
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element-ir1 the trucking system. A number oft� r..�:�:- common carriers 

orgaJi.lzed by the Teamsters have established se?a:-�:! "sr>e::ial commodity" 

divisions to handle steel, furniture, and other s;:>ecia.!:ze: freight, and utilize 

owner·cper�tcrs for such traffic. The Master Freig�: Agreement folds in 

such operations under the terms of the contract fo:- ,.·ages and benefits CincJuding· · 

rates to be paid fer equipment ovmed and driven by t:-.e o-..-ner·cperatcr), but 

specifically prohibits the engaging of owner..operato:-s to displace regul ar 

drivers.· · 

''ith the advent of deregulation, howeve:-, the 7eamsters see the demarcation 

on use of ovmer-operatcrs ·breaking down, �s a.:-rie�s seek to shave costs. 

Unless the law is clarified, the Teamsters are cor.!ro:--.te� 'f.•ith conflicting 

interpretations by the National Labor Relations Soa:-:, the JCC, and the Department 

of Justice as to the right of ov.:ner-cpe:-ucrs te belo:"'g to a union. The Teamsters 

thus envis ion the situation where their work is bebg sip�oned off by owner-

operators- while the Teamsters are handcuffed in o:-ga:·liz.ing these independents 

because they are Jega.lly held to be private contracto:-s,
· 
rather than employees 

of the carriers for whom they are driving. 

While deregulation under the Interstate Comme:-ce Act will net clirectly 

affect the responsibilities for trucking safety lodgec \l.'ith DOT, the Teamsters . 

argve that economic regulation- by stabllz.ing the s-:ru::ture of the industry 

- tends to build in safety. Conversely, they a.:-gue, the relax ation of controls 

will Jead to cost-cutting in labor .. related costs anc exr>enditures for saJety, 

especially among indepen�nt ov.'Tler·operators. Se:ause the ovmer-operator 

functions Jega.!J y as a contractor rather than a.� em?�oy�, they argue, he 

is far more prone to bypass safety requiremen�s, give:'\ the economics of his 
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o;>eration- a."'IC the pressures e>."l him io; T'l�:"l::>:"lfo�rr.a."'ce v.·lll in:�ease under 

deregulation. As noted in the s.a.iety se:ti�:-; a�ve, this argumen-: has questionable 

validity because of the econom.ia of his o?e:-ation. 

Rate-making procedures are of eonce=-r. to Teamsters because they impinge 

on the financial viability of trucking employe!"s.. The major �riers use the 

rate bureaus primarily to keep tabs on thelr competitors; rate-making procedures 

are probably most necessary to the stabili-:y z:�: survival of small companies. 

The c:ritjc;.al question ior the Teamsters is �·ha� hap;>ens under deregulation, 

and a possible return of the "dog eat dog'' days. 

The issue of jobs under deregulation has &.!ready surfaced under recent 

lCC rulings. As the boundari es on regulate: ca:-riers (v.·here the Teamsters 

are the strongest) are eliminated, so that p:-h·ate carriers and O\I.'T'Ier-operators 
- . 

can move in and out of what is no11• the reg�lued carriers' doma..ir., the Teamsters 

believe the impact on their jobs v-·illbe dire:� and drastic; and that private 

earriers , especially the large companies, v.·llJ be able to wheel a.nc deal with 

shippers, to the detriment of smUI-size common carriers. Rathe:- than ease 

of entry eliminating predatory practices, de regulatio:"' will encourage such 

behavior, in the Teamsters' vie.,·. 

'«'e cannot precisely predict the e!!ic:ien:y gains from deregulation, 

but we do expect some gains which may slov.· the growth of emplo)·ment in 
� ' 

the �eking industry. There may also be s.ome cSownward pressure on wage 
. 

settlemenu. For both of these reasons, �·e ex;>ect strong de:na.."'lds from the 

;eamsters for labor protection in the legisla'tion. 

On the other hand, �regulation may have certain effects which would_· 

be advantageous to organ ized la!:>or in the tru:klng industry. Acco:-ding to 

-· ...... 
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c·.:=- beS"t a\·aila!:>le info;mation, labor amo:-:g repia:ed carriers is mu:h more 

i::-:ensel y orga.ilzed than among p=-ivate ca:-�;e:-s. 7."lere has bee:"' a significa.i� 

trend in recent years f or the regulated seg:-r.e�! c! the industry to gro._. Jess 

rapidly t� the private carrier segment c! t� industry. A DOT study on 

. t . 26 :! d ha f' 
. . . . ....____ f pr1va e earners oun t t many nms a.re Li p=-1\·ate carnage �use o 

the many restric:tions placed upon regulated Ca.:-riers. H these restrictions 

are removed, this tr end can be stopped if no: reversed, thus providlng certain 

new opportunities for unionization. 

1:. iCC Easing of Entry The carriers \l."lll &=-gue that legislation is not 

necessary because the ICC a.lr�ady grants a.l-ncs� a.!l applications. During 

fiscal year 1978, the figure was 96.796. 

The Commission, however, h&s far f=-o:':i cismantled all the numerous 

obstacles to applicants for operating righ·:.s. T,"')e stuistical evidence, t&ken 

alo:"'e, presents an artificially high and un:-eL!stie pic:ture o! entry in the trucking 

industry. First, the figure represents bot!-. f�J g!"'a."'ts as well as partial grants 

cf authority. Consequently, even &P?lica�io�s tt'.!t were denied in signifiCant 

pan by the Commission and granted in srr.a.l! pan a!"e counted as granted. 

Th.is figure also represents only those �??!.ic:atio:"ls .. ·tuc:h_reac:hed decision 

on the meriu, and fails to revea.J those ap?ll2�io:"\s that were elther dismissed 

or withdrawn. Many also believe that most oi the approved applications have 
. . 

been for Tl. carriers, rather th&n l TL carr ie!"s. Moreover, this figure represenu 

a pr�-judged, self-selected group of applica�i�s that the carriers believe 

&re small enough or so inconsequential as to be app�oved without controversy. · 

Ma."')' carriers still believe that it is fruit jes.s to �k extensive operating rights 

&.'"ad these fears have been justified as rece:-.�!y a.s l'ovember 22, 1978, ... ·hen 
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ap?licants failed to demo:"\strate that the exist.Lig se:-,·ice �·as "ir.adequate 

in some su!:>stantial resf>eCt." Anderso� Truc:kine: Se�vic:e, Inc:. MC-0.5!76, 

Sub.2.ll; International Transoort, Inc. MC-1138.5.5. These cases demonstrate 

that entry can be restricted at any time and in·an arbitrary manner. 

&. Environmental Effects of Motor Carrier Deregulation There is some 

c:oncem that substantial deregulation cf the trucking industry, s;:>ecifically 

the pros
.P:

C't of liberalized entry and expansio� within the industry, will reSult 

in adverse environmental consequences such as inc:reued highv.·ay congestion 

and air and noise pollution caused by a grov."th in truck trzJfic. These enviror;. 

meittal issues are inextricably related to other social concerns such as safety 

&."'1� el"\ergy and have significant implications for future highv.·a)' design and 

inves�meM decisions. 

The argument;,.�·h.ich underlies this concern is tha� the existing system 

of regulation which restricts entry, effec-tively limits the number cf trucks 

on the h.lghv.·ay, thereby reducing the adverse environmental effects of truck 

traffic:. 

While deregulation of the trucking indunry may result in some growth 

in the number of trucking firms, this does not necessarily mean an increase 

· in the number of trucks on the highway. The number of truc:ks is determined 

by th:e amount of cargo to be shipped and the operating efficiency cf the firms 

within the industry and the division cf freight between trucks and ralls. 

Oeregulat�on may even result in less truc:k traffic on the highways. 

Carriers ... ill be able to rationalize their service panerns by dis:a�·ding specific 

route designations and elimil\ating bac:khaul restrictions, both of �·hieh will 
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in t\Jrn, instill a new discipline on costs an: o?e�a·dng efficien::y. 

&his could mean a decrease in the nu:-n�� of truck-miles necessary 

to haul available cargo, because with Jess c:ircuitous routing 2r1d empty mileage, 

trucks llr'ill travel more fully loaded. The u.�k:'l:)'olt"n fac:tor is what happens 

to the division of traffic between railroads ar�: trucks. Unless there are unforeseen 

large diversions of freight from railroads to trucks, the net result could be 

a reduction
. 
in the undesirable environmental consequences of trucks such 

e.s t'Ug!"''way congestion and air and noise pollution. 

9. Predatory and Discriminatory Prac:ti:es Som.e smell carriers and 

shippers will argue that rate freedom vo'ill Jeac to predatory (below cost) pricing. 

This argument envisions large carriers with adequate financiaJ 

resources charging below-cost prices to drive small competitors out of the 

market, and then recouping the initial Jesses by,charging monopoly prices. 

The key ingredient for exercise of predc.�o:-y pricing is the 'bar to potential 

competitors when it is time to recoup the initial losses. Under the present 

system, there are no real barriers to entry in the Tl. sector, and predatory 

pricing is not a problem. Under deregulation , the highest barriers to entry 

of the L Tl. sector- the lCC public: necessity and convenience criteria -will 

be removed or reduced, and the fairly heavy capital requirements will be 

no higher than before. ThuS, since would-be predators will have a more credible 

threat of en� with deregulation, the mono?�ly situation will not likely devel�P· 

It would be also relatively usy to allay fees by providing proteetion against 

predatory conduct in the legislation, at lea.st du�lng the transition period, 

as wa.s done in the air bill. 
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p�1c:.ing oe•ill also result from rate ireedom. T�y �•ill c:ontenc that la:"ge ship;>e:-s 

v.·ill use their market power to obtain prefe:-en�ial rues anc 5e:"\'ic:es una\'ailable 

'to small s�ppers. 

Large · shippers already use their ba:ga.inlng power - a.s other firms throughout 

'the economy use theirs- to obtain rate B!'ld/or service advantages. As an 

economic fact of life, it often does cost Jess (per unit of service supplied) 

to serve_t_he trucking needs of a large rather than a small shipper. Such carrier

and-shipper-specific cost cfi!ierences should be reflected in the rates charged. 

U n der the OJrrent regulatory system not enough empha.sls is placed on the 

vula.ble pricing o! motor freight services; the end result is excessive and 

costly service competition between c arri�rs instead of more price competition
.
, 

which is often preferable to shippen. U necessary, d.iscrlminatory pricing 

may be prohibited as part o! the Jegislatio�. 
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Appendix B. The Effect of Deregulation on Rates 

There is considerable evidence that rates are higher as a 
result of ICC regulation, and that deregulation would produce 
substantial savings in the cost of truck transportation. 

1. Collective agreement on prices -- commonly known as 
price fixing -- is a felony, punishable by fines up to $100,000 

and 3 years inprisonment for individuals, and $1 million for 
corporations. The trucking industry, however, has a special 
immunity from the antitrust laws which permits carriers to 
collectively set rates. This immunity was enacted by Congress 
in 1948 over the veto of President Truman. Truman warned 
that the exercise by private groups of this substantial 
control over the transportation industry involves serious 
potential harm to the public. 

While some rates are set competitively (particularly rates 
for truckload shipments), most rates are set by groups of 
trucking companies known as rate bureaus. Although rate 
bureau agreements are subject to ICC review, effective 
oversight is impossible: over 5,000 pages of tariffs are 
filed each day before the ICC. 

The combination of minimal ICC oversight and collective 
ratemaking means that the trucking industry, acting in 
concert, sets rates for the public -- not the government agency 
charged with safeguarding the public interest. This 
arrangement differs sharply from the airline industry. Prior 
to deregulation, the CAB, not airline associations, set fares. 
Even so, the CAB estimates that consumers saved $2.5 billion 
in 1978 as a result of deregulation. 

The rates set by rate bureaus are unnecessarily high. 

o Rates set outside rate bureaus are lower. Some rates, 
especially those for truckload shipments, are individually 
negotiated between the trucking company and the shipper. 
Truckload rates for 15 sample commodities have risen at 
a lower rate than either the Wholesale or Consumer Price 
Indexes. By contrast, rates set by rate bureaus have risen 
at a faster rate than either the CPI or WPI for the same 
commodities. 

o The trucking industry is enormously profitable. 
The average return on equity for the 8 largest regulated trucking 
companies is nearly twice the average return for firms in 
the Fortune 500 in 1973 and 1974. The ICC recently found 
that trucking companies from the major rate bureau in the 
South had a composite rate of return as high as 20%. These 
returns far exceed the 14% currently being earned by 
unregulated manufacturing industries -- despite the fact that 



the ICC believes a 14% return is appropriate for the trucking 
industry. 

o ICC certificates are bought and sold for enormous 
slims a price ultimately paid by the consumer. The American 
Trucking Assdciations called the operating certificate 
the "most valuable asset" of a motor carrier. For example, 
when Associated Transport went bankrupt in 1976, the operating 
rights carried on its balance sheet at $976,000 sold for 
just over $20 million. Eastern Freightway, Inc., recently 
sold rights for about $3.8 million. 

2. There is empirical evidence that deregulation would 
lower rates. 

o In the mid-1950's, fresh and frozen dressed poultry 
and frozen fruits and vegetables, which had been subject to 
ICC regulation, were declared exempt commodities by the courts. 
As a result of deregulation� the USDA estimates that trucking 
rates dropped 33% for poultry and 19% for frozen fruits 
and vegetables. And there is no doubt that deregulation was 
the cause for the rate decreases: when Congress voted to 
re-regulate these commodities, trucking rates increased 
significantly. 

o Unregulated intrastate rates in New Jersey are 10-15% 
lower than rates for comparable interstate shipments. 

o Unregulated household mover rates are 40-67% lower 
within Maryland than rates for comparable interstate shipments. 

o Trucking deregulation in foreign countries has 
lowered rates. Rates in unregulated Canadian provinces 
are about 7% lower than in regulated areas. One study reports 
that in 1973 one large European manufacturing company paid 
about 50% more to have its products moved a given distance 
in West Germany -- where the trucking industry is strictly 
regulated -- than to move them the same distance in unregulated 
Great Britain, Belgium, Holland, or Sweden. 

o Shippers and �orne truckers have testified that 
deregulation would lower rates. For example, a spokesman for 
the American Farm Bureau testified before your Antitrust 
Commission that " ... if agriculture had been saddled with a 
totally regulated motor carrier and barge transportation 
system for the past 35 years, the cost of transportation, 
which now accounts for nearly 10% of the nation's food bill, 
would be a third greater; and we would be experiencing far 
more difficulties in securing needed transportation 
services." 
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Appendix E. 

Trucking Deregulation and Service to Small Communities 

Trucking service to small communities is the most difficult 
issue we will face in the deregulation debate. The trucking 
lobby's claim that small towns will lose service is their 
most potent political threat to Congressional action on 
deregualtion. 

The trucking industry makes the following arguments: 

o Small town service is relatively unprofitable. 
Trucking companies provide this service only because the 
ICC requires them to do so. Regulation, the truckers argue, 
does not give them a free ride -- they are protected 
from competition in exchange for their obligation to provide 
service to undesirable small points that would not otherwise 
be served. 

o Profits from major city, long haul markets must 
be large enough to cross subsidize unprofitable service 
to small towns. 

The Department of Transportation, which has 
studied this issue for many years, disputes these industry 
claims. The Department concludes that far from justifying 
restrictive regulation of the trucking industry, the current 
system has impaired rather than guaranteed rural motor 
carrier service. 

The following summarizes our major evidence on 
this issue: 

1. Recent actions by the trucking industry show 
that small town service is desirable. 

The ICC has recently begun to emphasize 
competition and reduce regulatory constraints. Many trucking 
companies argue that the industry has already been effectively 
deregulated. The industry's reaction to the new emphasis 
on competition is a good indication of how the 'industry 
will behave in a less regulated environment. 

In the first 7 months of FY 1979, the industry 
has done -- or not done -- the following with respect to 
small town service. 

to hundreds of 
to serve them. 
have never had 

(1) Carriers are applying to begin service 
small towns, and hence undertake the "obligation" 

Some of these towns are so small that they 
air service -- and do not even have airports. 
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For example, Majority Leader Byrd has 

complained that airline deregulation has had an adverse 

impact on air service to small West·Virginia points. By 

contrast, in February 1979, a trucking company applied to 

begin service to haul general commodities between Friendly 

and Ravenswood, w. va., serving all intermediate points 
and all off-route points in Pleasants and Wood Counties. 
Ryder Truck Lines, one of the nation's largest companies, 
applied in November 1978 to serve between Charleston, W. Va. 
and Lexington, Kentucky, also serving all intermediate 
points. 

Meridian, Mississippi has complained 
that Delta Airlines stopped air service. By contrast, 
Roadway Express, another large company applied in January 
1979 to begin service between Meridian and St. Louis, Missouri. 

o Commercial Lovelace Motor Freight, Inc. applied 
on January 1, 1979 to serve: 

(1) Between Cincinnati, Ohio and Bettendorf 
and Davenport, Iowa and 

(2) Between Rock Island and Moline, Illinois 

serving all intermediate points and off route points of 
Albion, Bridgeport, Canton, Fairfield, Lawrenceville, 
and West Salem Illinois, Bruceville, Carthage, Colfax, 
Frankfort, Kokomo, Linton, Marion, Lafayette, Napoleon, 
Rushville, Washington and West Lafayette, Indiana, Clinton 
Camanche, Fairport, Montpelier and Muscatine, Iowa, and 
all off-route points in Champaign, Henry, Knox, 
McLean, Peoria, Rock Island, Tazewell, Vermilion and 
Woodford Counties, Illinois, points in Boone, Fountain, 
Hamilton, Hendericks, Montgomery and Shelby Counties, 
Indiana and points in Scott County, Iowa. 

2. In some instances, carriers are paying enormous 
sums for.small town certificates. 

Last October, a truck company paid $225,000 for 
rights to serve between Boston and Brunswick, Maine, 
including all intermediate points between Portsmouth, 
N.H.; York Harbor, York Village, York Beach, Kennebunkport, 
Old Orchard, Lewiston, and Portland Maine. 
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3. In the.first 7 months of FY 1979 no trucking company 

has asked the ICC to delete a small town.· from its certificate, 

and thereby cease its "obligation to serve." 

In the 7 months of FY 1979, no trucking company 
has requested .deletion of a small town .from its certificate. 

There has been a total lack of such requests despite the 
fact that the ICC has granted virtually every revocation 
of all or part of a certificate during this period. 

This situation contrasts sharply with the airline 
industry, in which airline carriers frequently applied 
for (and the CAB often granted) deletion of small points 
from their certificates. 

4. Carriers who are not regulated by the ICC provide 
extensive small town service. 

The ICC exempts from regulation two major classes 
of trucking companies: (1) haulers of exempt agricultural 
commodities, and (2) private carriers, which are non-trans
portation companies (such as Sears) who own their own trucks 
and haul their own commodities. These trucking companies 
are not regulated by the ICC; and may serve or abandon 
any point at will. And yet these carriers provide extensive 
service to small communities. 

{1) Exempt agricultural haulers. A spokesman 
for the regulated trucking industry recently estimated 
that 65% of produce carried by trucks in hauled by unregulated 
carriers. And yet there is no small town in America that 
does not have £resh fruits and vegetables in its stores. 

Chuck Fields, a spokesman for the American 
Farm Bureau Federation, an organization with over 40 years 
of experience with unregulated truckers, recently testified: 

"The communities that are now being served 
by the unregulated sector .of trucking are largely the 
small communities where agriculture exists. So that, 
in itself, is an indication that service will be 
provided. I wonder if you have ever thought of the 
fact that you go to the smallest hamlet grocery store 
in America and find eggs, for example. There is no 
board in Washington that regulates the transportation 

� 
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of eggs,. regarding certain supplies of eggs are needed 

at given points. The market system makes it possible 

for eggs to be there when the consumer wants them. 
we wonder, sometimes, if there is a secret board 
here in Washington that manages all of that. But 
we find that there isn't. It does work; the market 
demand does create the response, and we get the service." 
(May 15, 1978, before the Senate Judiciary Committee) 

(2) Private Carriers. A recent study commissioned 
by the u.s. Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and 
Transportation shows that small towns are heavily reliant 
on private carriage. And yet these carriers serve small 
towns soley on their own initiative. Since they are 
not regulated by the ICC, they have no "obligation" to 
provide this service. 

II. Studies confirm that ICC regulation does not guarantee 
small town service. 

1. The ICC does not vigorously enforce the "obligation" 
to serve small towns. 

The ICC does not even know which companies have 
authority to serve a particular point, much less which 
companies are actually providing the service. 

In the 44-year history of motor carrier regulation, 
the ICC has never revoked a certificate on the grounds that 
a carrier failed to provide small town service. 

2. The ICC does not require carriers to serve all points 
for which they have authority. Studies confirm that 
carriers are not serving many of the points for which they 
have authority and hence an "obligation" to serve. 

For example, .the Wyoming Public Service Commission 
(PSC) examined the extent to which ICC-regulated trucking 

companies meet their conimon carrier "obligation" to serve 
towns within the predominately rural state of Wyoming. The 
PSC selected 11 towns for study: Casper, Cheyenne, Cody, 
Gillette, Jackson, Laramie, New Castle, Rawlins, Riverton, 
Rock Springs, and Sheridan. 

The Wyoming PSC found that on the average only 
half of the carriers authorized to serve any one of these 
11 towns were doing so. 
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These abandonments go unnoticed by the ICC because 
carriers simply stop providing service. Unless a shipper 
complains, the ICC has no way of knowing that $ervice has 
ceased. 

3. Service to small towns is profitable -- either in 
its own right, or as feed to its Overall �perat�ons. 

(1) There is no evidence that major city service 
cross-subsidizes small town service. Neither the rate 
structure nor ICC rate regulation is designed to allow 
excess profits on major city routes to cross subsidize 
small town service. In reviewing proposed rates, the ICC 
determines whether they are reasonable, or whether they 
would give the industry excess earnings. The ICC does 
not approve rate levels based on the commitment of carriers 
to subsidize unprofitable service. 

·. (2) ·.Studies prepared by .. the Department of Trans
portation conclude that a lot of service to small towns is 
being provided by common carriers who specialize in serving 
smaller, rural communities. 

According to interviews conducted with 
management officials, these carriers serve in small, short
haul, LTL markets which larger ICC carriers have largely 
negelcted in recent years. 

Yet, these carriers were showing a net overall 
profit of their books. According to a DOT study, these 
carriers: 

"succeed because they are specialists in 
serving markets requiring the kind of 
attention which appears to be uneconomical 
for larger carriers to offer. In essence, 
small carriers appear to be better equipped 
to handle shipments in small markets because 
their pickup and delivery service, as well 
as terminal operations, are gear�d for 
small LTL shipments, their managements 
maintain close relations with customers, 
tight control over their organizations, 
and pay close attention to changing market 
conditions. 

(3) Other studies show that many large carriers 
are avoiding small town service by entering into pooling 
agreements with smaller carriers. 
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Since 1971, the ICC has encouraged the 
creation of formal "pooling arrangements" under which 
local, short-haul carriers agree to provide pick-up and 
delivery service to and from certain points on behalf 
of one or more long-line, int�erstate . carriers. 

Pooling arrangements provide a mechanism 
by which long-line carriers can retain operating rights 
to smaller points without directly serving them. Many 
long-haul carriers simply cease serving points which they 
are theoretically obliged to serve. 

This abandonment of service goes unnoticed 
by the ICC because other carriers who specialized in 
serving smaller points fill the service gap. 

4. Existing regulation harms service to small towns. 

o Route certificates for regular route, general 
commodity carriers often specify the actual highway the 
carrier must follow. 

If a carrier leaves the highway to serve 
a small town off the beaten track, he i& Violating the 
law. 

o Route certificates often specify that 
carriers may not serve intermediate points between cities 
autho�ized for serVice. 

· ·- · 

o Exempt haulers of agricultural commodites 
are unable to fill their backhauls with other commodities 
unless they can overcome severe regulatory restrictions. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

January 19, 1979 

THE PRESIDENT 

STU EIZENSTAT � 
Adams Recommendations on Surface Transpor
tation Regulatory Reform 

In mid-December we received a lengthy options paper from 
Secretary Adams concerning regulatory reforms for trucks 
and railroads. We delayed forwarding this tb you pending 
receipt of the Secretary's actual recommendations. Follow
ing a final round of consultations the Secretary has now 
forwarded his recommendations concerning railroad regulation. 
(A summary of these is attached.) 

These recommendations are currently under review within the 
White House and will be presented to you for final decisions 
later this month. We intend to use this period for further 
consultation with the Congress, the Cabinet, and with affected 
grotips, especially railway labor and shippers. 

As you know Secretary Adams has delayed submission of his 
recommendations on trucking regulatory reform in light of 
the ongoing discussions with the Teamsters. We plan to 

. announce our nominees for the .ICC as soon as possible, 
followed by presentation of legislation later in the spring. 

Bob Strauss has recommended that before you make final decisions. 
on this proposal that you meet with a few truckers design�ted 
by Frank Fitzsimmons. This meeting.has been.scheduled for 
Monday, January 22. 

DOT is also preparing an options paper dealing with regulation 
of intercity btises. This should be complete by early February. 
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THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20590 

• 51979 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

THROUGH: Mr. Rick Hutcheson 

Staff Secretary 

SUBJECT: Railroad Regulatory Legislation 

On December 15, 1978, I submitted to you papers describing options for 

the de�egulation of the rail and truck industries. The rail paper 

proposed sweeping changes in railroad regulation and provided optional 

legislative provisions in five important areas--rate flexibility, rate 

_______ bureaus-,-rate-d-isG-r-imi-nat-ion-,-mer-ger-s-and-abandonmen-ts-.-Wi:th-thi-s-memorandum, 
I submit my recommendations as to these provisions. 

The legislation I am recommending is based on a complete reassessment of 

the current regulatory scheme. It would result in a more limited but 

rational and efficient rail system. Prompt passage of this legislation 

is, I believe, imperative if a healthy rail system is to survive without 

massive Federal subsidy. 

I also transmit the recommendations and comments received to date from 

agencies to which we circulated the December 15th rail paper. Additional 
agency comments will be forwarded as we receive them. We will be working 

closely with these a urther develop the legislation. 

Attachments 



BILL/RICK: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

January 19, 1979 

Re DOT Options Paper on Railroad 
Regulatory Reform CL's Response 

RR Deregulation should be a DOT issue. 
Many Members fear that a moving out of 
routes in their districts will be so 
politically hot that it could be trouble. 
The bill could hurt: inflation & loss 
of routes! Should be kept away from 
the White House. (JF) 



THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY yr;�·S;:..0Ef't}�!f .-
. r.n?·lSPORT�:i !lJ·r� 

WASHINGTON 

December 29, lli978: 

Ext[.:·>:. 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE HONORABLE BROCK ADAMS 
SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION 

Subject: Reform of Railroad Regulation 

Your memorandum of December 20 requested recow�en
dations on reform of railroad regulation and comments 
on the DOT options paper. 

In my view, our choices are between an even greater 
Federal financial involvement in rail freight service or 
a substantial reduction in the regulatory controls 
currently imposed on railroads. I strongly favor the 
latter course. In particular, I support granting the 
railroads much greater flexibility in adjusting their 
rates, freedom to abandon uneconomic lines, and greater 
latitude in arranging mergers, intermodal operations, 
and cooperative use of tracks and equipment. 

These reforms would permit the railroads to reduce 
their costs and increase their revenues and, consequently, 
would work to increase the railroads' profits from their 
persistently low levels. Over the longer term, the gains 
to the railroads would result in a more efficient trans
portation system, which would be beneficial to the economy 
at large. In my opiniori, these effects are a compelling 
reason for reform of railroad regulation. 

Reform of railroad regulation would also have some 
benefits in terms of our concerns with inflation and 
energy. First, by increasing the railroads' profits, 
reform would work directly to reduce the demand for sub
sidies. The President's actions to limit the Federal 
deficit make this particularly important. Second, 
higher rates of return are crucial if the railroads are 
to attract the capital required to maintain and upgrade 
their equipment and rights of way. This consideration 
is significant in view of the Congressionally mandated 
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conversions from oil and gas to use of coal in elec
tricity generation, which will increase the demands for 
rail transportation. 

I recognize that reform of railroad regulations 
also has the potential for some unfavorable consequences 
in terms of our policies on inflation and energy. How
ever, I do not feel that these possibilities argue 
against reform of railroad regulation. Carefully 
structuring a transition period would make it possible 
to accomplish reform of railroad regulation within our 
policies on inflation and energy. 

I have these general comments on the options: 

o To the extent possible, it seems best to bring 
the railroads under the laws and enforcement 
procedures that prevail for the unregulated 
sectors of the economy. 

o Because of the possible impacts on inflation 
and energy matters, it is important to relax 
current controls gradually. While detailed 
analysis might suggest otherwise, the five
year period mentioned in the DOT options 
paper seems reasonable. 

o Several options offer a choice between 
statutory guidelines and mechanical rules. 
I would favor the mechanical rules, as they 
reduce reliance on adjudicatory process 
which causes significant delays and creates 
uncertainties in business decision making. 

I compliment you and your staff for providing such 
complete and thoughtful proposals. 

/�7"� 
Anthony M. Solomon 
Acting Secretary 
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MEMORANDUM TO BROCK ADAMS 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

THE SECRETARY OF LABOR c�1 

Comments on Regulatory Reform of Surface 
Transporation-Rail Issues 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft 
options paper on deregulation in the rail industry. 
Given the complexity of the subject and manner in 
which the paper is drafted it is difficult to give 
detailed comments on each of the options. 

The structure of the options paper is to address a 
series of issues ranging from the "proposed new 
national tr anspo rta t ion po 1 icy" -to "abandonment." I 
believe it would be very helpful if the paper could 
be structured to address certain generic issues and 
provide options with respect to such issues. For 
example, one could address the issue of the deregu
lation "adjustment period" and discuss the pros 
and cons of differing time periods, rate bands, etc. 
under this heading. Similarly, alternative rate 
setting procedures under a deregulated system including 
the anti-trust, rate bureaus, notice, etc. could be 
handled as a single issue. 

In addition to structure, the options paper could be 
improved by providing an economic analysis as to the 
benefits and costs to be achieved by taking each major 
option. This is extremely important. Specifically 
efforts should be made to quantify the costs to the 
groups which may face major adjustments, namely, labor 
and captive shippers. A discussion of who should 
or will pay these costs is also important. 
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Finally, each major option should discuss more clearly 
the major interest groups' positions along with a brief 
reason for their position. As it is cur rently written, 
several pros and cons indicate that "shippers" would be 
for or "labor" would be against the option. This is 
really not very helpful, particularly if not done on a 
consistent basis. 

Given the interests of labor in this s ubject, I would 
appreciate your timetable and the next steps you 
anticipate taking in this area. 
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As you are htlre from our budget •passback, • the Offfce of Manageeent 
and Budget is extremely tnterested in the railroad regulatory refona . 

hsue. We took that opportunity to discuss f_ully with ,YOU our new of 
the •railroad problem"--a problem which greatly involves go•eraaent 
regulation--so thit our budget recommendations would fft wfthfn 1 

broader framework. and ruke sense not just 11 budget recoanendations . 
but as sensible tnnsportltton po11cy. 

I am gratified to see that by and large the Departmerlt agrees with the 
idea that •sweeping changes in ratlro�d regulatory legislation• are 
needed as you stated fn your December 15 eemorandum to the President. 
We also agree wfth your assessment that ra11 regulatory refOf"'l 1eg1sla
tfon should li'iOYe as qutckly as possible. I appreciate the opportunity 
to COftDent on your specific proposals and options before you eake ,our 
final recOHnendat1ons to the President. Nevertheless, I wi ll , of 
course, be called upon to give advice to the President 1n the course 
of Executive Office review once the Staff Secretary receives the 
Department's final proposals. 

Before di scussi ng specific ngulatory refors issues, I w:tsh to share 
with you OMB's four baste objectives. 

1) We want to move as qu1ck1y as possible to g1 ve 
regulatory relief to the financially troubled 
ra11roads--part1culary ConRatl--to avoid aore 
federal subsidies 1f possible. Even complete 
deregulat1on uy be too lite for ConRatl 1f 1t 
has to waft 5 years for deregulation to occur. 



"!) Ue Wlnt to solve the •capthe shfpper• problem 
.. . (whfch aay be aore 1 problem of perception than 

J • 
of fact) in a way that proeotes effective compe
tftfon where oone exf s ts today. However , we 
believe that provisions for the rare case of 
truly capthe shippers should not f�e deregu-
lation where the shipper 1s not captfYe. lew 
1111rket •ntry technfql!ls 1n the aptiYe lhfpper 
sftuatfon seem toore promhfng to us than trytng 
to regulate aax1eua rates to achfeve tbfs goal. 

3) Where possible . the standard for ran reform 
should be to place the railroads on the same 
competitiye, economic footing as sost other 
indus trf es. 

C) The result of deregulation should be the 
cessation of Federal subsidies in any form to 
the railroads after a tr.ansftfon period. 

2 

In order to achfeve the first objective we are concerned about the 
pace of the transition perfod. As a �r of the USRA Board of 
Directors I am sure you are aware that ConRail uy need to be able 
to price itself out of losing lfnes of business within the next 2 or 
3 years ff ft is to have a realistic chance to become profitable. Our 
•passbact• proposal assumed that ConRail mfght be deregulated before 
other railroads due to its unique financial situation. The problem 
wfth that proposal, which we realized at that tfrae, was that we cannot 
easily construct and maintain entirely different regulatory systems for 
different railroads. 

Mevertheless. ve believe ft •1ght be possible to treat ConRail or 
other railroads differently 1n one respect. Tour three options for 
dealing with maximum rate regulation imagine a transition perfod 
during which a zone of reasonableness expands. Wfthfn thh zone rates 
would be totally free of regulatory eontrol. We believe 1t would be 
possible to increase the size of that zone more quickly for a 11mited 
number of railroads. In return for this prfY11edged treatment . we 
believe ConRail (or any railroad seeking accelerated deregulation) 
should be required to sell trackage rights to other railroads and 
shippers as protection against MOnopo1 1st1c abuses. In all other 
respects it would be treated as any other raflroad. If DOT thinks 
we cannot or should not treat any railroad differently. we would 
�nd to the President that the sfze of the zone of reasonableness . 
and the rate at which it expands !DUSt be adequate to meet· ConRafl•s 

.aeeds. 

... 
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The best solutfon to the eaptfve shfpper fssue we can NC�d at 
thfs tfme would be to submft irresolvable raflroad-shfpper disputes 
about rates outside of the zone of reasonableness to binding arbitrl· 
tfon. The a·Ft>ftrators would tsake three findings: 

1) Is the shfpper captfve? If not. the shfpper 
would bear the costs of arbitration and would 
not be gfven any rate relief. If the shlpper 
fs uptfve, the railroads would bear the cost 
of arbftratfon. A fairly strict definition 
for detemfnfng •-captfvfty " would be written 
fnto the law such IS those suggested fn your 
options paper. 

· 

2) Could another railroad, or the shfpper ftself, 
be able to provide effectfve competftfon to the 
incumbent earrfer under a trackage right agree
ment or by acqufsftfon or construction of 1 new 
rail line? If so. the law could authorize 
acqufsftfon, eonst�tfon or the aanda tor.y sale 
of trackage rights for a reasonable fee and for 
a reasonable length of tfme. 

3) If effective competition could not be prov1ded. 
the arbitrators would SPt a reasonable aaxfmum 
rate whfch covers the fully alloca ted cost of · 

provf dfng the servfce fncludfng the cost of 
capftal. We have no preference for any particu
lar formula that mfght be devised to guide the 
arbitrators and aake their Job less complex. 

As you stated fn your December 15 and 20 aemot*anda, • ••• 1t 1s ttery 
d1ff1cu1t to have just a little regulation.• We believe the system 
outlfned above is the best way out of that d11ellllll. A system of 
arbitration would encourage railroads and shippers to agree on rates 
and services as ih other unregulated markets. The truly elpttv� 
shfpper would have an effective threat of gofng to arbitration and 
gettfng new entry through trackage rfghts , acqufsftfon or construction 
for itself or another railroad. This threat would, tn aost eases, 
counterbalance the ranroad's Nrket power. The urgfna11y captfve -- · 

shipper who could, wfth a little fn1tiatfve. ffnd other competfttve 
carriers would be discouraged from holding out for arbftratfon b.1 
strict decisional vutdelfnes and the probabilt� of havfng to bear . .  
tM costs of arbitration . Assuming that the number of truly captive 
shippers 1s saall and that the pressures for settlement great, we 
expect that the actual use of arbitration and/or mandatory trackage 
rfghts would be small. As further i nsurance against monopo11stfc 
behavior, at the end of the transftfon period we would require all 
railroads to make trackage rights available at reasonable rates. 
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In teneral, for the other proposals and options presented tn )'Our 
fJaper, w prefer to see the ��ax1U�Um possible del"egulltfon paebge 
proposed in the President's legfslatfon • .  we would 11ke to e.phas1ze • .  

�ver, our understanding that the eoaROn carrier obHgatfon (Issue · ·  · ··· ·· - . 

I) would be restrfct&d to provfdfng service at r�tes·.--whfch presU!Mbly 
tGOuld be deregu1ated tn all but a few uses. If ra11road rates were · 

ROt deregulated as extensively as we hope, the common earrier obltoa- · : 

tton should be e11a1nated eompletely or somehow restricted to a�rkets 
fn which railroad rates provide adequate proftts. 

Ve look forward to receiving DOT's ffnal reeaaendattons on ratl 
deregulation and we anticipate early submission of the eoaparable pap&r� 
on 4eregulatfon of the truck and bus tndustrtes. 

:-

. --· . ---- ---�------· �=---. 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFEN TR/':�/.�,jY:'.T'r:t-J 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20301 ;;:... (t . . 

MANPOWER, 

RESERVE AFFAIRS 

AND LOGISTICS 

Honorable Brock Adams 
Secretary of Transportat: 
Washington, D. C. 20590 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

.� 2 ___ L ·.)�a 
1978 DEwtr A'·l 12: 26 

.o 

This is an interim reply to your recent :1emorandum to !·!embers of the 
Cabinet, subject: Regulatory Reform of Surface Transportation - Rail 
Issues. 

The Department of Defense is one of the nation's largest shippers and 
has a vital interest in the future of the railroads. It is unfortunate 
that we were not a participant in your interagency railroad deregula
tion effort. 

;,.Je support your initiative to create a viable rail industry with mini-
-mum Government controls. Hm.;ever, He :::ust insure that any changes 

preserve a na:ional rail transportation system capable of meeting defense 
peacetime, contingency, and mobilization requirements. We rely heavily 
on your leadership and on the Interstate Conmerce Coornission to insure 
these national defense requirements are �et. 

You will be provided more details on our position by January 10, 1979. 
He look fon.;ard to becoming an active participant in your future initiatives. 

Sincerely, 

O·Jt��1j. 
��hard Danzig (/ . 1 

Acting Principal Deputy sistant 

Secretary of Defense (MRA&L) 
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The Honorable Brock Adams 
Secretary of Transportation 
Department of Transportation 
Room 10200 
400 7th Street, s.w. 
Washington, D.C. 20590 

January 4, 1979 

Re: Rail Deregulation Options Paper 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

This letter responds to your December 20, 1 9 78 letter 
inviting comments on the approaches to railroad regulatory 
reform outlined in the Options Paper attached to your 
letter. Our comments are based upon the experience the 
Commission acquired in the railroad rate bureau proceedings 
and the market dominance proceeding as well as our general 
expertise in competition questions. We think the Options 
Paper generally presents an excellent range of choices for 
making railroads more effective competitors. The purpose 
of this letter is to indicate which options we believe 
should be recommended to the President. 

Maximum Rate Regulation 

We favor a continuation of limited regulation by the 
Interstate Commerce Commission ("ICC") of maximum rates 
because railroads do not face effective intermodal competition 
for certain important commodities, � . , coal away from the 
Mississippi River. Thus, we do not-river Option A, elimina
tion of ICC maximum rate regulation, and do recommend Option 
B, which delineates a careful approach to defining circum

stances in which railroads have market dominance. We do 
not favor Option C, which would require a triannual census 

of transportation of every commodity on a state-by-state 

basis, as it is impractical and expensive. (See p. 9 of 

the Options Paper.) 
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The Honorable Brock Adams -2-

:: : -· Minimum Rate Regulation 
-�, 

·. 

r ... 
We agree that the ICC's authority over m1n1mum 

rate regulation should be ended� however, we disagree 
with the proposal that the test for determining whether 
a rate is unlawfully low should be whether the sale is 
at "unreasonably low prices for the purpose of 
destroying competition or eliminating a competitor." */ 

•· The statute from which this language has been copied 
. �-.. is a criminal statute which does not permit private 

·' 
. ' 

t ' 
:-· . 

. ·;, 

rights of action. **/ Because few cases have been 
instituted under tETs statute its contours are unclear. ***/ 
Thus, a better way of achieving the intent of the 
Options Paper--that predatory pricing in the railroad 
industry be governed by the same standards used in the 
rest of the economy--would be to leave the task of 
preventing predatory pricing to antitrust enforcement 
under all the existing antitrust laws, which collectively 
embody more sophisticated tests for predatory pricing. ****/ 

*/ The quoted section in the Options Paper is not 
from the Clayton Act, but is Section 3 of the Robinson
Patman Act. 15 u.s.c. § 13a. 

* */ Nashville Milk Co. v. Carnation Co., 355 u.s. 

373 (1958). 

•**/ The constitutionality of this statute was upheld 
over the dissents of three Justices who believed the 
statute to be unconstitutionally vague. u.s. v. National 
Dairy Products Corp., 37 2 u.s. 29 (1963). 

****/ See the Commission's recent decision in Borden, Inc., 
---- F.T.C. (1978), for an example of a concrete and 
ObJective predatory pricing test which is appropriate 
under the circumstances of that case, which involved a 
charge of monopolization. Other tests have been used in 
different situations. 
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The Honorable Brock Adams �4-

Removal of ICC regulation over maximum rates, or 
drastic curtailment of ICC maximum rate regulation--a 
major facet of the Options Paper--would be inconsistent 
with the continuation of rail rate bureau antitrust 
immunity. As Consolidated Rail Corporation recently 
stated: 

The existing collective ratemaking 
process seems incompatible with a 
system of free market pricing. If 
this is indeed the case, Conrail 
does not believe it can continue 
to participate in this collective 
ratemaking system while simultaneously 
advocating that society should place 
greater reliance on the free market 
to determine price and service 

· 

levels. */ 

. : . . ' 

Moreover, the innovative pr1c1ng goals of the 
Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 
1976 ("4-R Act") have not yet been realized. This is 
largely due, we think, to rate bureaus and the cartel 
mentality they engender. Similarly, the goals of the 
proposed rail regulatory package may never be achieved 
unless antitrust immunity for rate bureaus is eliminated. 

Not only is application of the antitrust laws to 
railroad ratemaking desirable, it can be accomplished 
without unduly complicating the ratemaking process. 
Single-line ratemaking will not be impeded by the _removal 
of the rate bureaus' antitrust immunity. �/ Furthermore, 

*/ Comments of the Consolidated Rail Corporation in 
Section Sb Application No. 3, Eastern Railroads-Agreement 
7 (Nov. 20, 1978). 

**/ We strongly disagree with the assertion that ending 
antitrust immunity would delay ratesetting (Options 
Paper at 14). In fact, current rate bureau procedures 
make impossible quick response to intermodal competition • 

For example, the Western Rate Bureau wants to continue 
its 120-day notice provision for making rate changes. 
verified Statement of T.M. Curley at 21 in Section Sb 
Application No. 2, Western Railroads-Agreement (Nov. 20, 19 78) • 

.. ,. --�4-<- a= �--fl-··"'"'"'"'�..,.w'"i""P.':s - --; .. :-�--:---·�---·::,·:���-c:- _a¢ _._ -��·:;owc:;s:�""""";"!A":·o:;re·":'f�.-��:·���-���:-:.:r:.;:·"!k"''--'¥·-� �,. �·��-
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The Honorable Brock Adams . -3-

ICC regulation of minimum·rates should cease 
immediately. There is no public interest in phasing 
in a rate floor so long as carriers are prohibited from 
pricing predatorily by the existing antitrust laws 
which prevent predatory pricing. If predatory prices 
are ruled out, well-run railroads will not initiate 
unprofitable rates. If a railroad can profitably sell 
its services more cheaply and has legitimate business 
purposes for doing so, the public interest is best 
served by allowing it to do so . 

Railroad Rate Bureaus 

The Commission agrees with the principle enunciated 
in the proposed new preface to the Interstate Commerce 
Act that there should be "[m]aximum reliance on competi
tive market forces • • • •  " */ Thus, we strongly favor 
the immediate elimination of antitrust immunity for 
railroad rate bureaus because of the anticompetitive 
effects of rate bureau price-fixing. 

Rate bureaus have fostered excess capacity. This, 
in turn, raises operating costs and leads to an inappro
priate quality of service to rail users. By maintaining 
uniform rates for all routes between any particular 
two points, even where the different routes have different 
costs, rate bureaus prevent the market from allocating 
traffic among competing lines in an efficient manner. 
Thus, the rate bureaus' uniform pricing policies cause 
underutilization of the most cost-effective routes, 
overutilization of less efficient routes, and the mainte
nance of excess capacity. In sum, rate bureaus have 
played a major role in causing the economic plight of the 
railroads. 

*I Page 1 of the Options Paper. 

·. 
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The Honorable Brock Adams -s-

in the vast majority of interline situations, */ and 
perhaps in all of them, rates can be established con
sistently with the antitrust laws. If it develops, 
however, that there are instances in which joint 
ratemaking might violate the antitrust laws, such 
violations can be avoided through the railroads' imple
mentation of combination rates. The benefits that 
will be derived from universal competitive ratemaking · 

will far outweigh any increased transactional costs 
that may be associated with the utilization of combina� 
tion rates. Moreover, interline service itself could 
be eliminated in those instances through increased. 
reliance on trackage agreements. 

In sum, a weighing of the anticompetitive effects 
that would result from continuing antitrust immunity for 
joint-line rates against the �ossible problems associated 
with making joint-line rates 1n the absence of antitrust 
immunity leads us to oppose Option A, which is similar 
in most re�pects to the ICC's interpretation of the 4-R 

Act. We also oppose empowering another agency to grant 
antitrust immunity (Option B). Finally, Option C--having 
the Department of Justice issue advisory memos--may provide 

*/ There is no serious dispute that railroads with no 
competitive overlap between their joint-lines and any 
of their other lines, �., end-to-end connectors, can 
interline without fear-of antitrust suits. Even where 
competitors make joint rates there is no reason to 
assume, absent price-fixing between the competing lines, 

.that the railroads would be vulnerable to continued 
antitrust suits. First, because the alternate competing 
routes generally offer different services and have 
different cost characteristics, if rate bureau uniform 
pricing practices did not exist, one would expect 
different prices on the different routes. Even if the 
prices of the alternate routes were similar, the 
existence of discussions on the joint-line rates does 
not mean that an antitrust suit would necessarily succeed. 
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The Honorable Brock Adams -6-:-

useful advice in limited situations. However, this 
option is not likely to mollify the railroads, parti
cularly since the advice would not be any more binding 
on a court in a case brought by a shipper than are the 
Department of Justice's existing business review 
letters or the FTC's advisory opinions. Thus, we 
also oppose Option C, as it does not constitute a 
real alternative to elimination of antitrust immunity 
and the railroads will severely criticize it on _that 
basis. 

Mergers and Acquisitions of Control 

We favor Option A. Although we recognize that 
there is excess capacity in the railroad industry, and 
that there is therefore some sentiment in favor of a 
more permissive merger rule than Section 7 of the 
Clayton Act, we think your proposal on consolidation, 
trackage agreements and market swaps will, over time, 
solve that problem .. Moreover, railroads would be 
afforded much greater certainty by having mergers 
adjudicated under Section 7 than would be the case if 
Option C were adopted� 

We congratulate you on a thoughtful and generally 
sound analysis of a subject of major significance to 
the country. 

By direction of the Commission. 

Carol M. Thomas 
Secretary 
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